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ABSTRACT,
These materials represent first hand documentations

of 25 sChool-ttsed drug abuse prevention program activities and
experiences in the state of California. The programs, based cm the
premise that effective prevention programs improve a school's,
atmosphere for learning and getwth, are described in terms of their
design, implementation, and assessment cgmponeits as well as the
roles taken ty,school personnel, the State Department of Education,
community agencies, county agencies, and ttie county superintendent to
insure their success. The rationale for such programs is presented
through discussion of specific program strategies including'
self-esteem building, communication training, values clarification,
decision making/problem solving, information gathering, peer tutoring
and counselirg, and parent education. A "pyramid of prevention" is
diagrammed fcr the reader and issues related tc program survival,
i.e., politics, funding, evaluation, and traini, are examined. A
seaeoted\titliography, with addresses and contacts of print,
audiovisual, curriculum materials, clearinghouse, and training
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Preface
Barer Schools, Beller 'Pewit, is designed to be a catalyst for constructive chatige. The premise

behind the writing of this publication is that an 'effective .schoo.1-based drug abuse prevention
program improVes. a school's atinosphere for learning and groWth. It is intended for persons who are
involved in the educational processAeachers, parents, administrators, school board members, and
others in thecommunity and who are also concerned enough about the health and well-being of
youth to take positive action.

Although this publication is not a itep-by-step, manual, it contgins descriptions,of schooi-based
drug abuse prevention programs and resources for program planning and implementation. It is
designed to provide an overview of prevention prOgrams from which program initfators may select
those aSpects that they find most interesting or appropriate for their own schools or 'districts. It also
presents resources for further information, training, and program development.

Better Schools, Berter Peoph; is based entirely on firsthand documentation of actual program
activities and experiences. Twenty-five different school-based prevention programs in California
were visited and studied as part of the research. Principal among these were programs funded by the
Department of Education under its 1977-78 Drug Abuse Technical Assistance and Structuring for
Prevention" projectg. The programs represent a cooperative effort established'through interagency
agreements providing funding from the Department of Alcohol and Drug Abuse to the Department
of Education.

In a sense this publication is a retrospective report on the status of school-based drug abuse
prevention programs during the I977-7E schOol year. Shortly after the research was concluded, the
passage of Proposition 1.3, the property-tax-limiting amendment,.drastically altered the course of
many of the, programs describecHn these pages. By the time this publication reaches its audience,"
some of the programs may no longer exist; and othets may have changed significantly because of
funding cutbacks. -

We hope that the mOmenctum for effective school-based drug abu e prevention programs.remains
strong enou'gli to overcome the limitations of time, money, and resources that all schools in Califor-
nia. now face.

fuN
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The Continuing Problem of Disug
and Alcohol Abuse

in the last 20 year's, social problems in the United
States have appeared, intensified, and dropped out
of sight so rapidly that they seem to come wand go
like fads. The urban riots, the student-rebellions of
the.1960s, the energy shortage all have been fodder
for the media, and all have lost their sense of urgency
once their entertainment potential has been ex-
hausted. Yet, many of these problems only appear
to go away once the media finish with them. In
reality they remain _unresolved and are only over-
shadowed by new and more interesting problems.

Until the 1960s "drug abuse"1 was associated
almost exclusively with marginal citi/ens, "hard"
drugs, and urban crime. The Harrkon Narcotics
Act of 1914 marked the beginning of a. long-term
government campaign against certain forms of drug
abuse, but the act was primarily aimed at the "under-

Y.-
'Among youth throughout the country, alcohol has become the

"drug of choice." Distinction% beiween "alcohol abuse" and "drug
abuse" are often academic I in this publication "drug abuse"
refers to " drug and alcohol abuse" unless an alternative is clearly
stated. Similarly. programs designed to prevent drug abuse also aim at
preventing alcohol abase unless they arc descrihed specifically as deal-
ing with one drug or another. "Substance" is used occasionally as the
equivalent of "drugs" or "alcohol."

1

world" and the users of illicit drugs such as heroin
and marijuana. The probleins did not directly affect
the mainstream of American society; therefore, the
public knew little of them. At the same time the
drinking of alcohol was not widely considered an
"abuse" either. However, the prohibition experi-
ment was so ill-conceived and mismanaged that it
had the opposite of its intended effect. Partly de-
spite prohibition and partly because of it, alcohol
drinking became an assumzd feature of American
life and culture.

In the 1960s the drug problem suddenly became a
youth problem. Parents, educators, government offi-
cials, and community leaders panicked when con-
fronted with the fact that middle-class youfh'were
using illicit drugs extensively to give the emergent
youth culture a distinctness and a mystique that
defied adult intervention. The media were filled with
reports that ranged frc.in lurid accounts of youthful
drug sprees to philosophical speculations about the
generation gap.

Then, like so many other crises before it, the drug
crisis began to pall. In time the youth of the 1960s
grew up, went to work at "establishment" jobs, and
began to raise families of their own. Several states
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decriminalized the possiSsion of small amountS of
mdijuana. The crisis seemed to be over.

The prOblem of drug abuse, however, has not
gone away. Though rarely as dramatic, the probleM
is in some wifys more serious now than it was in thc
1960s. In fact, drug abuse gives every indication of
1ring a chronic problem that only the most persis-
tent and disciplined efforts will ameliorate.

According to a 1977 survey conducted under the
auspices 'of the National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA), among a sample population of 18,436 high
school students across the country, the number of
respondents using illicit drugs (primarily Marijuana)
rose from 55 percent to 62 percent in the last three
years. Some of the survey's other findings are as
follows;

Of the sampled studentL 16 percent reported
using marijuana at least once, and 35 percent
used it during the isnonth before the survey was
taken.
The use a marijuana among twelve to seventeen-

. year-olds rqse by 5.7 percent between 1976 and
1977.

One-third of the group had used an illicit drug
other than marijuana.
Cigarette smoking was reported by 76 percent
of the students, and alcohol drinking -by 93
percent.= .

California has typi'cally led most other states in
the incidence of drug use among youth, and a 1978
State Department of Health position paper contains
Vie suggestion that the NIDA figures reflect a con-
siderable underestimation of California trends. For
exaMple, according to the 1976 N II)A national sur-
vey of high school seniors, 44.7 percent had used
marijuana at least once. However, according to a
reputable San Mateo 'County study conducted that
year, 64.5 percent of youth in the county had used
the drug. The comparable figures were 86.6 percent
(N IDA survey) and 91.4 percent (San Mateo survey)
for alcohol; 5.4 pment and 18.3 percent for LSD;
and 1 0 percent and 4.1 percent for heroin. Furthcrl
more, according to the California report, in 1976
approximately .32,0(X) juveniles were arrested for
drug use in California; 80,000 for "status" offenses;
and up to" 100,000 youths for "demOnstrating,dys-
functional behavior related to drug use and abuse."
The report contains estimates that among young
people in grades nine through twelve, 200.000 to
300,000 have experimented with amphetamines and

a*
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barbiturates; over 40,000 have tried heroin; and half
a million use madjuana weekly or more often.3

Staff members in the 25 school-bused drug abuse
prevention programs studied as part of the researCh
for'this publicatibn during,the spring of 1978 echoed
the findings of the San Mateo and NIDA surveys.
As One Program coordinator observed, "People in
this school don't like to talk about the drtig problem
any more. They'll say, 'We don't have a drug prób-
lem now. We used to have one five years ago; but it
stopped.' Drugs are less noticeable now because we
don't have kids freaking out on LSD during school
hours the way we did 'a few years ago, but most of
the kids in this school use alcohol, marijuana, and
cigarettes on a regular basis."

Students themselves have confirmed the serious-
4tess of the continuing drug problem. For the 1977
Gallup Youth Survey, teenagers were asked which
problems fasing young people today they considered
most seriotA. Drug use and abuse led the list (27
percent), followed by parental communication prob-
lems (20 percent) and alcohol use and, abuse (7
percent).

Althpugh drug and alcohol abuse usually become
problenis during the teenage years, they are certainly .

not limited to :youth. Americans are bombarded
every day with messages about the efficacy of drugs'
as a solution to life's problems. Drugs to relieve
pain, to make one sleep, and to make one stay awake

.are widely available, often without a prescription,
and are advertised extensively in the media,. Ameri-
cans have been conditioned to think of drugs as a -

%
perfectly acceptable way of dealing with all kinds of
ailments --moral, spiritual, or emotional. The use of
legal drugs-for recreational purposes is even more
widely accepted and condoned. While the dangers of
cigarette smoking have been well established, cigarette
adveitisements regularly portray smokers as vigor-
ous, youthful, attractive, and healthy. Advertisements
for alcohol contain the implication that drinkers are
more than just physically attractive. They are rich,
successful, powerful, and exciting. They are never
foolishly or dangerously drunk.

In short, drug use is widely accepted and even
encouraged. Young people in America today cannot
avoid this message. Consequently, learning how to
deal with drug use has become a part of growing up
in our society. Yet, at a-time when cigarette smoking
is declining among the adult population, the smok-
ing rates are increasing among teenagers. Experi-
menting with cigarettes, alcohol, and marijuana has

:Drug 4mong flegh School Semors. Rockville. Md.. National 'The ( ahforma Plan for ()rug Abuse Prewnnon. Sacramento,
Institute on Drug Ahuse. 1978_ Calif.: California State Department of Education. 1978.



become a part of the rite of passage into adult life fol.
American adolescents. According to a recent govern- 6

ment report, cigarettes, alcohol, and marijuankare
"gateway drugs," drugs that precede more exotic
fare.4

At what point does the use of a drug become
abuse? The answer vatic.% from one drug,and one
individual to another. For example, the effects of
alcohol drinking depend on several factors. he
number of drinks consumed, the period of time in
which they are consumed, the person's weight, and
the amount of previous experience with alcohol
can all determine whether a person, will become
drunk, dysfunctional, or out of controlafter drink-
ing. A business executive who occasionally enjoys a
glass of beer with lunch may not be abusing the
drug, but a housewife who feels uncomfortable
unless she has a glass of wirie before dinner or a
teenager who needs to sneak a shot of his or her
parents' whiskey to feel more confident before
going to a. party niay both have the beginnings of a
serious drinking problem. Any cigarette smoking
could be cOnsidered the abuse of a drug; so could
overuse or improper use 'of a preseription drug.
However abuse is defined, it invariably iRvolves
negative personal and social effects.

Evidence abounds that large numbers of Amer-
icans in all age groups abuse drugs. .The U.S.
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Adminis-
tration (ADAMHA) estimates that 9 million Ameri-
cans suffer from alcoholism and problem drinking,
while 25 million suffer from narcotic addiction and
drug abuse. A:though the social and financial costs
of these problems c:an be estimated only in the most
general terms, a recent report from a national
research agency specializing in alcohol prc,blems
estimated that in 1974 alcohol abuSe cost the coun-
try nearly $31 billion in lost production, health and
medical care, motor vehicle .accidents, and related
problems.5 The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Altoholism (NIAAA) reported in 1975 that
alcoholism cost business. industry, and govern-
ment $400 million annually in California alone.h
An Orange County study of the costs of drug abuse
suggested that the nearly, 1,500 students in thes

'Recommendations for Future Federal 44iviues in Drug Abuse
Prevention. Washington. D C.: Cabinet Committee on Prevention.
Treatment, and Rehabilitation: Subcommittee on Prevention, 1977.

'Report on Akohol. Lansing, Mich.: American Businessmen's Re-
s:arch Foundation, 1976.

"National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. California
Fact Finder on !Imhof Abuse and Alcoholism. Caithersburg. Md.:
National Clearinghouse for Alcohol Information. July, 1975.

county .every year who might becotne "dysftgic-
tional drug users" during their lives could-cosNfie
taxpayers $81 million in lifetime costs for treat,
ment and therapy.7

One of the greatest costs of drug and alcohol
abuse is the cost for treatment. Hospitalization,
residential centers, individual or group therapy and
counseling, methadone maintenance prcgrams, and
centers 'designed to help persons stop smoking are
among thc Many forms of drug abuse treatment
that add annually to skyrocketing health care expen-

, ditures. Indeed, drug and alcohol abuse accounts
for a sizable portion of the nearly $200 billion that
Americans spent in 1978 for health. care and the
treatmept of diseases, disordegs, and other health
problems.

Certainly these costs could be reduced if the
illness and other problems related to drug and alco-
hol abuse could be preVented. Yet, in the drug
abuse field, the "ounce of prevention" is.too often
outweighed by a ton of cure. Less than one-half of
one percent of the billions spent in America every
year on health services goes to health education
and prevention activities.8

The cost imbalance stems partly from the fact
'that treatment programs deal with the problems of
`individuals who are suffering from emotional and
physical pain and who need immediate attention.
When the drug crisis of the 1960s first surfaced, the
suantity of available resources and experienced
treatment personnel was not adequate to deal with
the flood of cases requiring care. Now, a decade
later, with treatment costs continually rising aad
most drug abuse professionals and policy makers
aware that drug abuse is a chronic problem, the
need for long-term prevention efforts is beginning
to be widely accepted. Prevention programs have
begun to assume a new priority in health care
budgets, particularly at the federal level, not just
because they are cost-effective but becausethey are
necessary to curb further demands for treatment.
And the growing acceptance of the concept of pre-
vention has intensified the need for good prevention
programming, prograkt evaluation procedures, and
program documentation;

Although an effective strategy for drug abuse
prevention and control has been an important goal

"'Teaching for Responsible Behavior Is a Cost-effective 'Primary
Drug Abuse Prevention Program in Orang: County." Santa Ana.
Calif.: Orange County Department of Education Drug Abuse Preven-
tion Education Center, January 10. 1978 (news relcasa

°Recomnumdations for Future Federal Activities in Drug Abuse
Prevention. Washington, D.C. Cabinet Committee on Prevention.
Treatment. and Rehabilitation: Subcommittee on Prevention. 1977.
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of drug abuse priifessionals apd policy makers for
decades, highly divergent methods have been pro-
posed ance drug abuse among youth reached crisis
peoportions in the 1960s. For example, two com-
mon. O'ut quite different, approaches are to reduce,
sup*, on the dne hand, and to reduce demand;on
the _other, Advocates of supply reduction argue
.th)lt if drugs are got readily available, people will
not use and ,abuse them.. The steps that various
governmental agencies have taken to :reduce thc
supply Of drugs include regulations governing the
manufacture and distributitin of icit drugs, the
creation of alcoholic beverage control 4agencies in
every state, and the instituting of stringent punitive
'measures for th e. sale or possession of illicit drugs.

Mthough legal controls may have prevented the
drug problem from being worse than it is, policy
makers now generally agree that such controls can
be only one part of a comprehensive prevention
strategy. The repeal of the prohibition laws of the
1920s and, more recently, the movement to relax
penalties') for the possession of small amounts cif
marijuana are signs that legal controls alone are
not sufficiem to prevent drug use and alrise and
that they may cost more than they are worth. These
facts became abundantly clear in the 1960s. As-stu-
dents and la* enforcement authorities engaged in
fruitless confrontations, the momentum of the youth
rebellion made a mockery of the law. When the
federal government attempted to stop the int:ma-,

tional drug trade through its 1969 "Operation Inter-
cept," youthful drug usets either found new ways of
producing their own homegrown marijuana or turned
to other drugs:,

Several different approache's have been used to
try to reduce the demand for drugs. At the peak of
the 1960s' drug crisis, the most popular of these
approaches was the use, primarily in schools, of
information about the legal, medical, and psycho-
logical consequences of drug use. Educators and
other concerned citizens hoped that the informa-
tion would act as a deterrent to drug abuse. Schools
throughout the country regularly invited law enforce-
ment officers, physicians, and others to explain both
the legal and -medical effects of drug use to classes
and assemblies. The use of antklrug films and infor-
mational pamphlets was also common, and the pro-
duction of drug information materials became a big
business.

°Edward M. Brecher, and the editors of Consumer Reports. I ieit
and Illun Drugs: rn, consumers Union Report on Narciau s. Stimu-
lants. Depressants. Inhalants. Hallucinogens. iind Marijuana Including
Caffeine. Siroune. am! Boston, Mass.. Little, liffmn. and

. Company. 1472.

Eventually, however, the use of driiginfofmation
programs in schools was criticized widely. In 1911 a
drug anise prevention organization based,in Washing.-
top, D.C., conducted an extensive,' review of the
available films and lifqrature.on drugs and came to
the conelusion tliat .some of the materials were
more dangerous than the drugs. Informational mate-
rials-either made drugs secill tantalizing and attrac-
tive, the study concluded, or they contained inaccu-
rate infotmation and scare tactics. father studies
indicated that the source of the information,often
teachers who had been "drafted" against their will

° to teach drug education courses or representatives
of public agencies, many of whom tended to equate
drug use with moral degeneration --detracted from

. its credibility.10 Some schools attempted to counter-
act this effect by inviting reformed.drug abusers to
describe how their lives had been wrecked by drugs.
Although a more credible source a information,
reformed addicts often conveyed a sense of roman-
tic adventure that attracted .students to the drug-
using 'life-style instead of convincing them of its
destructiveness.

Research begair to show that the drug informa-
tion techniques in vogue in the late 1960s and early
1970s Were having little or no effect on young peo-
ple's actual patterns of drug use. In 1972, the White
House .Special Action Office on Drug Abuse Pre-
vention (SAODAP) declared a moratorium on fed-
eral funding and distribution of informational mate-
rials about drug abUse in order to study the issue it),
detail. The moratorium was not lifted until a year'
Eater, When SAODAP produced a set of elaborate
guidelines for drug abuse prevention materials that
precluded the use of scare tactics and common
stereotypes.

Although the information approach fell into wide
disfavor as the sole activity of prevention programs,
the initial focus on schools as a setting for drug
abuse prevention effort's has not changed. Schools
are 'among the very few societal institutions that can
help to shape a young person's attitudes and behav-
ior toward drugs, and, therefore, influence patterns
of drug use before they develop intoobuse. Doubt-
less, the family is a considerably stronger influence
than the schools, and the media, partkcularly televi-
sion, may be as important as the schools: but both
of these institutions are difficult to organize into a
comprehensive prevention effort. "The schools have
a captive audience of kids," according to prevention
specialist Charles Matus. "They're the logical place

Itichard H. Del.one, "1 he lips and Dawn% at' Drug Abuse Educa-
tion," Saturday Review (November I 1, 1972). p! 22.
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to try to do something about kids'drug-using behav-
ior. If 70 percent of a kid's attitudes and behavior
In relation to drugs is shaped by the family, the
'school can still have a shot at the remaining 30
percent.1111

According to Tom Adams, the director of the
PYRAMID project; a N1DA-sponsored infortha-

' tion sharing and Wchnical iifsistance network sped
cializing in drug abuse° prevention, "The schools
are absolutely' essential to the success of a com-.
munity's prOention effort. In every state that has a
'strong preve;.tion program., the, state education
agency and the local school 'districts phi)/ an impor-
taut rolv; and it makes 'all the difference in the
world."12

Emily Garfield, coauthor of Drug Educat ion:
Results and Recommendations, the report of a

- California-based study of a four-year experimental
drug) education . project, observes, that the study

011 'included a question -about what setting paients
vonsideped appropriate for drug abuse prevention.
ellEvery single family said that it belongs in the
sehools,",Nays Garfield. "We said, 'What if we can't
deinonstrate that it works? What then?' They said
they still thought it belongs in the schools. 1 think
it's because Americans basically belio;e that educa-
tion works.' 3

The California Legislature has expressed its own
-belief in the impprtance of school-based drug abuse
prevention projrams by mandating some form of
*drug education in all elementary and secondary
schools. Moreover, the Drug Abuse Act .of 1971
established specific drug education guidelines.14

While many reasons and legal mandates can^ be
found to support the use of schools as a setting for
drug abuse prevention efforts, alm6st as many rea-
sons on be folihd to show why drug education and
drug abuse prevention programs are difficult to
implement. Perhaps most important, school per-
sonnel often perceive drug abuse prevention as an
unnecessary burden in relation to' all the other
demands on their time. As a result perfunctory or

, "one-shot" presentations on drug and alcohol abuse
may still he used in many California school dis-
tricts in contrast to prevention programs imple-

z

"Personal inter%iew. conducted for .t

. "Personal inter., iew conduct...A tor this publication

"l'onh Garfield in Drug hducanim Result, and Reionunenda-
Hons. 1 etington, Mass I euhgton Book s 1976.,

141 dueation Code sections 51260 51269

c.4

lb

mented gi.:hoofwie oi districtwide over a period of
years.

In a sense effective schbbl-based drug abuse
prevention programs represent a new way of look,
ing at how schoolffunction, and Ole best programs
require a degree of acceptance of and commitment
to chanie. "Scrutinize the drug education problem
long enough and it becomes the school problem,"
the fgrmer administrator of New York City's school-
abased drug abuse programs wrote several years
ago. "Drug abuse is a peculiar niicroscope, magni-
fying many bf the flaws in education (not to men-

Ition society at large) that reformers have carped
about from.Rousseau to Silberman. It is precisely
for this reason that the drug iSsue has the potential
to become a powerful,, lever for school reform."5
Years later and closer to home, Bruno Zancanella,
'a principal in the TheLmalito Union Elementary
-School District near Cirdvi1le,0California, reflected
on the impact of a year-long drug abuse prevention
program at his school. "The program has helped to
make our school more effective," Zaucanella said.,
"It's helped peciple to think, make 'decisions, and
arrive at a good sense of their values. This goes
beypnd just the drli issue. Teachers are beginning
to say they feel good because they're talking with
students, not just disciplining them and being task
masters or wardens of a jail. We knoW the faMily
isn't doing it all, and look at the may society
going. Thefe's very little real sense of values. What
5,agya school do about this? It can create situations
Avhere people listen to each other. It can recognize
the ;human element in education. It can create a
sharing of ideas, with students and te,achers talking
to each other and learning from each other. If kids
have these things Working for them, they won't
need drags. A program like this can make every-
thing that is taught in school produce more positive
results.."16

In short, a drug abuse prevention program can
be important in improving the climate of an critire
school. Although basic school improvements6May
,be .a long-term goal, successful school-based pre-
vention programs usually begin more modestly,
often with the suppo.rt of just a few teachers and
administnitors, whose work then attracts further
participation. In the field of school-based drug
ahuse prevention, outstanding results are almost
always preceded by quiet, disciplined beginnings.

°Richard II Iklonc. I he Ups and.Downs of Drug Ahus:! Educa-
tion." Salurdat Retlot (Novemhei :1. 19721. p. 22

1

"Personal inter%iew conducted for this pahlita lion
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A Rationale. for Scitoo1-13ased,_
Drug Abuse 'Prevention --\

When the ,drug abuse epidemic, mong yoyth
first began tci be widely recognized. in the 196Q,
one of the main teactions of lawmakers, parents,
educators, and others charged with nurpring and
educating /young people was to try to eliminate
drug use altogether. To some extent this reaction
-was based on certain mytlA about drug use that
experience has proven false. Moreover, the "estab-
lishment" was shocked, just its young people hoped
it would be, by the deliberate flouting of conven-
tions that approved the use of licit drugs lik'e alco-
hol and tobacco but disapproved the use of illicit
drugs like marijuana.

Preventing drug use entirely, even the tisC of
illicit drugs, is no longer viewed by those-in the
field of drug abuse prevention as a realistic goal.
SurveYs have repeatedly shown that some experi7
mentation with drugs among a miajority of young.
people is virtually inevitable. Usually, the experi-
mentation k limited to alcohol, tobacco, and mari-
juana. ti.xperimentation might he no more.than One
puff on a cigarette or a sip of bet:L.0,11m it would still
qualify an individual as-having tg.s.ed" the drug in

/ surveys of drug use. Far more iniportant than pre-
ventirg all drug use, most prevention experts now
agree, is preventing use that is likely to lead to .

abuse; that is, to physical or psychological depm-
dence with destructive personal and social conse-
quences.

But how can drug abuse be prevented!) If drug
abuse were caused by a disease-carrying germ, pre-
venting it might be telatively simple. However,
researchers have been unable to establish a cause-
and-effect relationship between drug abuseand ang
related factors: Rather,odtug abuse is a complex
phenomenon with a wide range of contributing fEjc-
tors. The.closest that researchers have come to '
identifying causal connections is/a growing body of
evidence regarding the factors commonly associated.'
with actual instances of drug and alcohol abuse
behavior. A major study of drinking pattern's, for
example, showed thal. particular ethnic groups tend
to have a heavier concentration of problem drinkers
and,alcoholics than others.' A study of-family fac-
tors related to student . drug use rei/ealed several
influences associated,with "high-risk" youth. These
influences included poor early health care and
childhood problems; frequent use of over-the-
counter drugs, prescription drugs, and even alcohol

Calahan. I. Cisin, and H. Crossley Ameri«in Drinking Pram-
(r.%. New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers Center of Alcohol Studies. 1969.
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as chikiren;and stressful parent-child relationships.
Yet, as is often the case with correlated studies,.
some factors associated with positive social norins
also correlated with drug use t e.g., an orientation

.tO high achievement and a focus on one's own
happiness and self-understanding).2

Most striking and i)ersuasive have been the riumer-
ous =Wally supportive .studies. that have linked
drug abuse yith low self-estectn, poor interper-
sonal skills, and a .general tack of social and per-
sonal competence.3 While still far frbM establishing
a causal connection, these studies .lend credence to'..
the idea that people abuse drugs because of defi-
ciencies.in one or more areas of basic emotional

-and psychological need. Partly as a result of such
studies; ex'.pjrts in rycent years have ,increasingly.,

-supported prevenhion prograMs dealing with the
social and psychological factors that imderlie drug
abuse rather than drug abuse itself. Drug abuse is
regarded as a 4.'symptoth" of more basic problems.

These problems can be both personal and socie-
tal. (Inc child may lack., self-esteem, for example,
befause* his or her parents are unhappy in their
marriage and arc unabre to provide a supportive,
loviig home. The child is left feeling unloved and
disoriented.

1
w self-esteem in another child may

14)he the lesult of poOrty or racial discrimination.
The sources of negatiVe ssure in each cas.e are
entirely different, but the results can be equally
destructive to the child's self-esteem.

Regardless of how one views the environment
in which tday's young people grOw up, the stresses
and problems of contemporidy society contribute
heavily to factors that have.been linked with Ch'ug
abuse. For example, the family-, the primary focus
of child-rearing and the development of Values, is
besieged by financial and social"pressures. More

.-than half of the children in the United States- now
come from homes in which both parents work, in
contrast to the pre-World War II years; when only
one-fourth of America's children were frOm such
families. Families are splitting in inrcasing num-
'hers: the divorce rate has increased 700 percent
since the turn of the century. In the absence of
adequate parental nurturing, children's role modek
and vahres are often found in television program-

; ming.4 One result of the influence of television is

1110rn and Apociates. Wow() ,1Iger' C luldren. San Fran-
two. Calif 40,sjv-Bass. Inc . Pubs 197. pp. 95 lON

'R. 1 Bloom "Primarv,,Preventuim Opportunities and Pn:hlems
Paper present0 at AOAMH A Annual Conference of the Suite and
territorial Alcohol. Drug Ahuseind Mental Health Auth6rities.
Denver. Colo 1976

'K. "Kenniiton and the Carnegie Council on Children. All Our
children the 'American hum& 1,fuler Pressure. New cirk. N.Y.:
Harcourt, Brace. Jovanogich. Inc.. 1977
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that numerous groups have organi/ed to pressure
television networks into.developing more construc-
tive forms of entertainment and to wean children
away from television as .much as possible.

19 the broad view even an effort toPimprove
children's television programS cotqd be seen as .a
form of-drug abuse prevention as could programs
designed to achieve better health,care, a more eilual
distribution of wealth, and racial and class wual-
ity, along with a hdst of other programs aimed at
providing Americans with happier, more,produc-
tive, and more emotionally stable lives. Indebd, any
prograM aimed at improving the quality ofdife fits
in the ar,..a of drug abuse prevention.as defined by
hundreds of drug abuse preventidn specialists in a
series of meetings organi..i.ed by the National Insti-
tute on Drug Abuse. The purpose of the meetings
was to define'drug abuse pfevention and to articu-
late a comprehensive drug abuse.prevention strat-
egy... Aceording to the definition developed at these
meetings, drug abuse prevation is

... constructive prpcess designed to promote per-
sonal and social growth of ihe individual toward full
human potehtial; unit thereby inhibit or reduce physi7
cal, mental, emotional, or social impaiiment Which
resaltsain or from the abuse of,chemical substances.5

It is not just a coincidence that programs so defined
also can help to prevent many Other dysfunctional
behaviors in addition to drug abuse. In fact,- the
rinionale for drug abtise prevention described in
this chapter has been applied with equal effeClive-
ness to the prevention of juvenile delinquency,
school vandalism,, and similar problemOthat have
troubled schools and communities in recent years.

tiiven the:infinite possibilities implicit in the con-
cept ,of drt.ig abuse prevention, most prevention
programs are limited to a specific and relatively
narrow target. A majority of the programs-focus on
young people, especially those:of school age. This
focus continues to prevail in drug abuse prevention
programs, aild it also reflects the fact that behavior
patterns associated wlith drug use frequently begin
in youth, particularly-during the high-risk period of
adolescence. In addition, adults who have a direct
impact on young people (parents, teachers, coun-
selors, and probation officers) comprise an impor-
tant secondary target of drug abuse prevention
progiams.

Programs that wadi a broad population of youth
are categoriied as primary prevention: they attempt
to prevent problemk associated with drug ahuse

'National Institute on Drug Abuse. rowan' a Nquimal Strutegi for
Primarv Ono! Ouse Prevennun. Rockville. Md.. National Clearing-
house for Drug Abuse Inforination. 1975.
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beldre the roblems begin. Other'pro'grams deal
with the narrower population of youth who have
already demonstrattstsigns of dysfunctional behav-, ior; these programs are categorized as a secondary
prevention or early ihierveistion. Early intervention
programs tend to deal with high-risk youth, often
adolescents who may already have begun to experi-
nient with drugs; but both categories of programs
are designed to precede instances of actual drug
de,Rendency or .hard-core abuse. Programs aimed
at dealing with drug abuse itself are sometimes de-
scribed as "toiary prevention" but are more prop-
erly categorffed as treatment.

Aithin the realm of primary prevention, many
different kinds of activities, or "strategies" for pre-
vention, are commonly employed. In schools pre-
vention strategies frequently focus on the feelings
associated with self-esteem, interpersonal and com-t munication skills, values, decision-making and
problem--solving skills, improvements -in classroom

.climote, and related areas that are not ordinarily
included in the schools' traditional focus on basic
literacy, nutthematics, social studies, and science.
Another widely used prevention strategy, individ-
ual and group counseling, can be a form of both
primary prevention and early intervention. Recog-
nizing-the importance of the peer group, particu-
larlrin adolescence, direi:tors of many school-based
presiention programy train peer counselors who
conduct informal- counseling with students their
own age and younger. All of these strategies stress-4.
ing personal, interpefsonal, and emotional growth
are known collectively as qllective education ..st rate-
gies% Since they_ comprise an important Rail of
many successful school-based drug abuse preven-
tion programs, some of the specific strategics are
worth examining in more detail.

Self-Esteem Building
Although the influences of the family and the

home in the preschool years are recogniied as
being critically impôrtant to building self-esteem,
the strategy of self-esteem building is based on the

. assumption that a child's` experience in school can
also be an important factor. However, no formula
or set of specific techniques exists for a teacher to
use to enhance children's self-esteem. Often self-
esteem building .must be done on an individual
basis. possihly imolving intensive counseling and
skill building for children whose self-esteem is
markedly low.

Aprieopriate techniques for building self-esteem
also depend on the age of the students. Classroom
approaches for" younger childwn frequently center
on the experience of sharing in a small group. with

te.

e

an emphasis on listening skills and respect for dif-
ferent points of view. This technique is the onethat
Magic Circle,b a structured program for the devel-
opment of social skills in the elementary school,
classroom, is designed,to take advantage of. At the
upper 'elementary and secondary levels, self-esteem
building techniques often 'take the form of struc-

*tured exercises or gatiies such as the following:
Labels. In "Labels" each student receives sev-
eral blank stick-on labels with the instruction
to write on the labels positive things.. about
other students in the claSs. Then, without talk-
ing, the students spend icn minutes passing

,out these silent, ego-buildi4 compliments.
.90 Successes, "Successes" requirin the class to

keep a bulletin board on which students note
various successes that they hav't had during
the day. Entries oethe bulletin board are
made at the same time each day.
IA LA C. Another strategy involve.s the.teacher's
reading the "IALAC" story, a classic of affec-
tive ducation developed by Sidney Simon
and Merrill Harmin. "IALAC" is about a boy
who wakes up in the morning wearing a sign
reading "I Am Lovable and Capable (IALAC)."
During the day,the boy has several discourag-
ing and defeating experiences; and with each,
on.e a piece of his IALAC sign is torn away.
Finally, at the.end of the day the sign is gone,
and the boy's self-esteem has been badly hurt.
The concept of the IALAC sign can be used in
a variety or ways. For example, everyone in
the class can have his or her own IALAC sign
and rip off pieces 'whenever events occur to
damage his or her self-esteem; the class can try
to help each other end the week with as few
"rips" in t4e signs as possible.

Perhaps more than any other affective strategy,
self-esteem building should not be viewed just in
terms of a series or exercises or structured expe-
riences. Specific classroom activities are only one
aspect of a concentrated effort to build students'
self-esteem. Improving the school and classroom
climate are equally important and may ri:quire far-
reaching changes in the way in which a school
operates. In many schools, for example, periodic
"human relations days" are conducted, usually in a
setting away from the school building and where
students and teachers can get to know each other in
a friendly, personal atmosphere without the con-

%)

fl'saldo Palomyes. Magi( Circle (a human development program
with emphasis on self-fulfillment. and the enjoyment of healthy social
relationships). La Mesa. Calif.: The Human Development Training
Institute. 1977.
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straint of conventional stereotypes and roles. Human
relations days often involve specific exercises like
t he ones previously described; usually they result in
a series of rwommendations for making the school
a better and happier place for teachers and students
alike.

Communication Training
ClOsIly linked with self-esteem building is the

development of effective cOmmunication skills. At
the4N,Jementary school level, improving communi-
catibn and social interaction is an important aspect
'of such programs as Magic Circle, which stresses
the importance of listening and communicating
within the group; the "medium" and the "message"
of the program are mutually supportive. .4

On a more intellectually sophisticated level, many
programs for teachers, parents, and secondary-
Wel students are designed to help build specifk

Akills for receiving and communicating informa-
tion, identifying and validating feelings, and resolv-
ing conflicts that arise from poor communication
or clashing points of view. A leading proponent of
this approach is Thomas Gordon, a psychiatrist,
who, through his bo6ks, Parent 1;flectiveness Train-
ing' ("P. ET.") and Teacher Ellectiveness Train-
ing' ("T.E.T."), has encburaged the development of
a nationwide network -of training centers and classes
for parents, teachers, and young people as well.

One of th'e main tenets of Gordon's approach is
the elimination of .such coMmunication "road-
blocks" as sarcasm, put-downs, advice giving, criti-
cism, judgments, and lectures. According to Gordon,
these common reactions to children's behavior
and problems preclude communication and mutual
understanding. As an alternative Gordon advocates
"active listening" a response to the child's prob-

. lem that communicates to the child that file adult
hears and understands. Somrtimes this practice is
described zis "reflective listening." since in many
instances the adult Will actually repeat what the
child has said almost verhatim to communicate
t hat he or she hears and understands. Active listen-
ing leads to. trust and mutual respect. Gordon
believes, and is. therefore. a necessary ingredient of
effCctive problem soh

Although ex-ercises and techniques to promote
active listening and similar communication skills
can seem awkward or stilted at first, they can help

.Ihomas (iordon. Awn( Elleenvene Twining Ihe resird Ve
Hai ro Rime Itespiimible Children New York. N.Y New American

ihrary, 197.5

'Ihomas (iordon lea' her Elle( nveness training. New York. N V
.

I ongman. Inc . 1977
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to change adult-child communication patterns that
have been characterized mainly by roadblocks for a
long time. Eventually, teachers, parents-y and chil-
dren can, become familiar with the new skills and
can accept them as part of a new way of relating to
each other. Thus, while adults who have gone
through communication training may never refer
to the training directly, it can dramatically improve
their relationships with children and help to create
a more pdsitive, accepting environment for learn-
ing and growth.

Values Clarification

"Values clarification" is the trm coined by Louis
Raths, Sidney Simon, Merrill Harmin, and others
to describe a process of understanding, articulat-
ing, expressing, and acting on one's values. It is
based on the premise that people make many impor-
tant life decisions without understanding the reasons
for their choices and actions. Raths, Simon, Har-
min, and the others have developed values clarifi-
cation techniques into an all-encompassing system-
that includes hundreds of structured activities.9.
Furthermore, the techniques of values clarification
can be used either alone, isolated from other course
content, or as a part of the conventional curriculum.

Many values clarification techniques are so well
known 'that they are used in a majority of school-
based drug abuse prevention programs. These in-
clude such, exercises as the following:

Twenty things I like to do. The students are
asked to list in a column 20 things that they
like to do in or out of 'school. Then, beside
each item, the students add one or more of
several symbols that are appropriNe to-that
item for example, "$," Meaning thiat the activ-
ity involves spending money; "A," meaning
that it is an activity that they like to do alone;
or "0," meaning that it is an activity that they
like to do with other people. They .also fill in
the date on which they last 'engaged in each
activity. After the lists are.completed, the stu-
dents discuss questions such as: "Am I doing
enough of the things I like to do?" or "What
do,::; my list tell me about myself?"

Forced clu)ice. The students are asked to take
a stand on one of several undesirable alterna-
tives. For example, "If you were a parent and
your son got intolrouble, which of the follow-
ing do you think would he the worst problem?

S B. Simon and 9thers. Values Clar!ficarion New York, N.Y.:
Hart Publishing Company, 1972.
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(A) marijuana smoking; (B) alcohol drinking:
((') stealing; or (D) cheating on a test in
school."

ihe continuum. The teacher indicates an imagi-
nary line on tne floor and explains that each
end of the line represents an extreme point of
view on a controversial issue. For example.
"This end is Peaceful Paul. He believes that
the United States shouid cease manufacturing
weapons and that the Department of Defense
should he abolished. The other end is Militant
Mark. He believes that the United States
should immediately drop H-hombs on all hos-
tile countries." he students are then asked to
stand at the point on the continuum that hest
represents their own N iews and then to explain
the positions they have taken.

Another approach to values education that is
used extensively in California, school districts (and
in other states as well) is the use of the "valuing"
concept that was initially implemented in 1969 in
the Coronado Unified School District. For the last
four years, the leading California advocates of this
'approach. Herbert Brayer and Bert Simpson, have
continued and modified the program, now entitled
"Teaching for Responsible Behavior" (FRB), under
the aegis of the Orange County Drug Abuse Pre-
vention Education Center.

The Orange.County TRB model is based on a set
of eight universal human needs or values. These
eight needs --affection, respect, skill, enlightenment
(knowledge), power, wealth, well-being, and recti-
tude (responsibility) are viewed in the TRH sys-
tem as fundamental motivating factors that underlie
all human behavior regardless of race, culture, or
status. The priority of the eight needs varies from
one individual to another-and even within different
periods of an Mdividual's life. Used to train parents
and community agency staff as well as students and
school personnel, the TR B program is designed to
encourage a broad orientation to the eight needs
both at home and in school and an awareness that
individuals develop coping behaviors to satisfy these
needs.

I.ike values clarification, the TR B program in-
chides both a framework tor viewing human devel-
opment and a program of specific exercises that
teachers can use to make students aware of di,
needs that are most important, or valued, at partic-
ular times. l'he ppogram also includes techniques
for parents and teachers to use in helping young
people satistv their needs in healthy, constructive
wavs.

Decision Making/Problem Solving-
Effective decision making is critical to drug abuse

prevention, and many other aspects of affective
development, such as self-esteem arid values clarifi-
cation, contribute to effective decision making.
Therefore, classroom drug abuse prevention pro-
grams often contain several of' the affective strate-
gies in a single curriculum unit, concluding with a
series of decision-making exercises. These exercises
can help students to practice decision making delib-
erately and consciously in the safe setting of the
classroom "laboratory."

. A common detision-making technique-is based on a
series of steps such as the following:

Define the problem di- decision to be made.
Identify alternatives.
Ei>aluate the merits of each alternative.
Select an alternative. .

Take the necessary action.
Evaluate the results and revise the 'decision, if
necessary.

While this process generally applies to individual
decisions, the same sequenCe of steps.can be used in
group problem-solving situations and in conflict
resolution. In the classroom role playing is fre-
quently used to make decision-making exercises
more vivid. For example, students might be asked
to play the various roles in the following situation
and to make appropriate decisions where indicated:

Mary,- a fifteen-year-old, goes to a party with.
sixteen-year-old Hill, whom she likes a great deal.
Most of the people at the party are high school
-seniors. Early in the evening Mary and Bill have a
good time. Later, some of,the older students start
drinking beer. Finally, one boy produces some NU
that he says will get everyone "high." All of the
others agree to try the pills, although no one knows
exactly what they are. Mary has never even
touched cigarettes, alcohol, or marijuana: and
she does not want to try the pills. Bill wants to
he accepted by his older friends, but he is ner-
vous about. using a drug that he knows nothing
about. What do you think Bill and Mary will
do?

In making their decisions, the students who play
Mary and Bill must evaluate a wide range of feel-
ings, alternatives, and personal values. Using such
real-life situations, students have an opportunity to
evaluate and discuss the alternatives without the
risk of making a possibly painful mistake.

A number of curriculum packages and manuals
on decision-making techniques are available. Sev-
eral are listed in the Plcrence se;tion.



Affective strategies like those just described are
'widely used in school-based drug abuse prevention
programs. Affective programs in which these strate-
gies are used often avoid any mention of drugs.
These programs are generally termed "nonspecific,"
in contrast to "drug specific" programs, which
include facts about drugs and alcohol, either through
affective exercises or through the more traditional
informational approach. By the mid-1970s, how-
ever, most school-based prevenan program per-
sonnel who were not still using the traditional
informational approach had begun to favor non-

.

specific affective education almost exclusively. Only
recently have educators in school-based programs
begun to reintroduce drug information as part of a
total substance abuse prevention effort.

"The pendulum is swinging back the other way
again," according to Erie Schaps, aZalifornia drug
abuse prevention specialist and program evaluator.
"Program personnel are beginning to take another
look at information now, and theres new evidence
that the original information programs were very
badly implemented. The evidence that drug infor-
mation programs ,don't work isn't the whole story
at all." 10

Information
Several new techniques for introducing informa,

tion make this "swing of the pendulum" quite dif-
ferent from the original scare tactics that have been
so widely discredited. Many programs, for exam-
ple, cover a variety of toxic and dangerous substan-
ces in addition to drugs. In the primary and lower
elementary grades, information programs begin
with a focus on poisons, home safety, and other
common topics relevant to the interests.and eXpe-
rience of younger children. In the upper grades the
emphasis shifts to the presenting of facts about,
drugs and alcohol in a straightforward, nonjudg-
mental manner to help students make their own
decisions about drug use. Such an approach is in
con:rast to the heavily mordistic style of informa7
tional programs in the past.

The procedures used by Bob Barnecut, a special-
ist in drug and alcohol abuse prevention with the
Marin County Community Mental Health Depart-
ment, typify the new approach. Barnecut makes a
series of presentations each year in s'chools in the
county, offering his' serVices at no charge on a first-
come, first-served basis. H is schedule for the school
year fills up early in September. In addition to
presenting ,nonthreatening facts about drugs and

'Personal interview conducted for this publication.
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alcohol, a large part of Bainecues classroom pre-
sentations is focused on factors that influence drug
and alcohol use. The factors include social and cul-
tural pressures, the peer group, and advertising.
Barnecut does not limit his presentations to infor-
mation about commonly used illicit drugs and
alcohol. He includes information about the poten-
tial hazards of caffeine, tobacco, over-the-counter
drugs, and prescription drugs. According to Barne-
cut, "If one objective can be singled out, it is to
teach children vhat all drugs are foreign substances
and should not be taken into their bodies casually."11

The Orange County Drug Abuse ,Prevention
Education Center sponsors a different kind of
information program. Several weeks before mak-
ing informational presentations on drugs fin any of
the county schools, a representative of the center
asks students to submit written questions about
drugs and related issues. Staff members then can
focus on answering those questions in their class-
room presentations.

Another approach is represented by Deciding.'2
an alcohol education unit developd by the.staff of
Alameda County's Training and Development Cen-
ter (formerly the Drug Education Center) and
designed for pupils in the upper elementary grades.
This "self-instructional" unit contains instructions
for i! series of ten activities designed to help pupils
explore information about alcohol with a minimum
of direction from .the teacher; Rather than pas-
sively absorbing facts from a lecture, the pupils are
encouraged to seek out alcohol information in
response to interesting games and activities.

Most of the pro-mtior. Etrategies and techniques vs,

described here can be, and usually are, incorpo-
rated into the conventional self=contained class-
room; that is, using lectures, discussions, or small
group activities in which the teacher is the director
of the entire learning process. Other prevention
strategies are designed to increase self-esteem and
deal with drug-related problems by the use of
learning structures that are'significantly different
from the standard classroom strueo,re.

Peer Tutoring
Widely publicized by a series of experimental

programs initiated hy the National Commission on
Resources for Youth (NCRY) in the 1960s. peer

"Personal interview conducted for this publication.

U.leff Muller and Barbara Newell. Deorling (self-instructional alco-
hol education module with open-end learning actmties). Howarth
Calif.. Office of the Alameda County Superintendent ol Schools,
1975_
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tutoring has functioned ever since as a pc ill
tool for developing students self-esteem anti.-
tive skills. Thousands of schools across Ow country
now have peer tutoring programs. Conceptually,
peer tutoring is one of the simplest drug abuse
prevention strategies. It involves students working
together, usuall in pairs, in a tutoring relation-
ship. The students may be classmates who work
quietly in a corner of the room while the rest of the
class continues with a lesson; or they may be older
children working with younger children, possibly
in a tutoring room set aside for the purpose.

Evaluat,ions of peer tutoring programs have indi-
cated that even tuters who arc underachievers make
significant gains ii. academic skills when they teach
children who are less advanced. Peer tutoring also
contributeS to improved self-concept. The strategy
works partioularly well with studentstmho are gen-
erally "turned ofr to more conventional school
and classroom acti% ities.

Although peer tutoling may sound easy to imple-
ment, much preparation, training of tutors, and

-sensitive supervision is required to make .a peer
tutoring program' work. An extensive peer tutoring
program may require a special tutoring room and a
full-time trainer-supervisor. Many underachievi.ng
Or disruptive students can benefit substhntially from
becoming peertutors, hut oniy when they have coi
sistent help and support.

Peer Counseling

Peer counseling programs are similar to peer
tutoring programs: both strategies involve students'
helping-each other. While careful preparation and
training can make the difference between a strong
peer tutoring program and a weak one, such prepa-
ration and training are essential before peer coun-
seling can, take place. Ikcer counselors perform a
function in their schools (usually only at the second-
ary level) ancillary to that of teachers and profes-
sional colInselars: they are a resouree for students
who ma% be too atraid or suspicious to confide in
an adult. therefore, peer counselors must hopre-
pared with skills and information so that they can
he genuinel helpful in crisis or problem situations.

lisuallypotential peer counselors take a semester
course, often tor credit, in counseling techniques
and cc.mmunit v resources. In most peer counseling
,..-ourses students learn communication techniques
such as active listening and make extensive use of
role playing in counseling situations. One important
part of peer counseling training is learning how to
avoid gi%ing ad% ice: instead, for acute crisis situa-
tions counsch,rs are pro% ided with information about

community resources to which students with serious
pe6sonal or family problems can be referred. Schools
with peer counseling programs often set up a gpe-
cific room for peer counseling. When the program
begins, all of the students are informed that the
room and the peer counselors will be available at
certain hours of the day. Frequently, peer counse-
lors, like 'their adult counterparts, have appoint-
merits with their "clients" over a period of weeks.
With tareful adult supervision and protection of
the students' confidentiality, peer counseling can be
a highly effective inteiveution in day-to-day school
problems.

Alternatives to Drugs
"Alternatives ,to drugs" is not so much single

strategy as it is a broad concept encompassing
many different activities. Essentially it is based on
the premise that 'aimlessness and boredom contrib-
ute heavily to drug abuse. Erequently, in surveys of
drug use, young people say that a major reason for
using drugs is that "there's nothing better to do."
The concept presented in the alternatives strategy is
to provide something better. .

, Many alternatives programs take place in com-
munity recreation centers. Sallie offer part-time
employment opportunities.. Painting, dance, yoga,
aikido, "new games" tournaments featuring non-
competitive athletic events -all can be viewed as
alternatives to drugs.

At times the definition of an activity as an alter-
native to drugs may depend on the context, in
which it is presented. An arts and crafts program
sponsored by the local YMCA may bejust an arts
and crafts program to some observers, but the
same kind of program sponsored by a. local -drug
abuse agency might be classified as a form of pre-
vention. Often the main- difference is that alterta-
tive activities are presented in conjunction 'with
other program components, such as counseling,
that are more 'directly relevant to drug problems.
On the other hand, many programs that are designed
specifically to provide alternatives to drugs make
no mention of drugs.'

Alternatives programs are best suited to the
secondary level, but they may be awkward for
schools to organiie. Team sports, clubs, and other
normal school activities certainly qualify as alter-
natives' to drugs, but additional activities for low-
achieving or alienated students may also be needed.
Since many schools' resources are already being
strained to provide even the more conventional
extracurricular activities, alternatives programs more
often operate in community-based agencies such as



YMCAs,. recreation centers, or community-based
counseling centers. In several of the programs in-
cluded in the research for this publication, school
staff members and representatives of community
agencies shared the responsibility for initiating and
obtaining financial support for alternative activities.

The range of`positive alternatives to drug use is
virtually limitless, and so are the different ways in
which ahernatives programs can he initiated and
supported. A recreation center in an unused school
building in a community that had no youth center
before; a series of iianees and games in the school
gym ,on Saturday nights in another community
plagued by youth with nothing to do on weekends;
a placement and training service for part-time jobs;
weekenci camping trips organized by teachers and
students togeths,:r-- all are ways of ereating mean-
ingful alternatives to drugs.

Parent Education

Most school-based programs that take a com-
prehensive approach to drug abuse prevention are
.designed to involve parents as well as school per-
sonnel and youth. The logic of parent involvement
in drug abuse prevention" is irrefutable: parents,
have the strongest influence on 'young people's
detelopment. Even parents of teenage children who
may already have probk:ms with drugs can learn
ways of helping -their younger children to avoid
simikir problems. Many parent education programs,
moreover, help to intervene in situations in which
probkms have atrady developed. Parent effective-

., ness training, for example, provides families with
communicetion skilk and techniques for resolving
conflicts.

To be most effective as a form of prevention,
parent education programs must iiwlude the par-
ents...of children in the elementary grades. These
programs may cover a range of concerns .that
includes effective parenting skills, on the one hand,
and straightforward information about drug and
alcohol use, on the other. Often. school-sponsored
sessiTis offer unique opportunities for parents to
discuss drug-rdated issues and to learn, perhaps
for the first time, that they are not alone in their
fears about drug use.

I.ike the altei natives programs, parem education
can be difficult for schook to implement because of
a lack of organizational resources. In some sehool
districts the adult education unit may be able to
offer parent eduCation prograins. Parent effective-
ness training programs are frequently sponsored by
city and county mental health agencies. Schools
can assist those agencies by recruiting .parents,
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sending out information about the program through
PTA newsletters and other communications net-
works, and pioviding meeting space.

One of the most important elements in a good
parent education program is recruitineln com-
munities with active parent organizations, recruit-
ing is usually not a problem, yet parents of elemen-
tary schoolchildren 'generally participate more in
school affairs than do parents of childrtn at -the
secondary level:.In some communities, particularly
low socioeconomic communities, parents may feel
awkward and unwelcome at school.

One Whittier, California, school district his made
parent education a component of its school disci-
pline and local juvenile justice,system. The family
of any student who has had a serious conflict with,
either school or legal authorities is required to
attend a family communication and problem-solving

, course offered by Project INFO, a lqcal agency,
one evening a week for seven consecutive weeks.
"Many 'of these families haven't spht that much
time together since the children were babies;". said
Liz Woodard, the program's director.13

Programs that are designed to reach apathetic
parents of elementary schoolchildren must rely on

-vigorous public relations efforts. Usually, When a
parent education program wins support from a
small group of parents who have participated in it
and who are convinced of its value, the news.travels
by word of mouth, and other parents are eager to
join..

Although some school-based program plans in-
clude all of the strategies mentioned or a set of
similar strategies as part of .a comprehensive drug
abuse prevention effort, the schools or districts that
have the time and resources for such an extensive
prevram are clearly in a .minority. Moreover, suc-
cessful comprehensive school-based programs usu-
ally evolve over a period of time. They may start,
for example, with one or two teac.hers who are
dissatisfied With the traditional Approach to pre-
senting information about drugs and who want to
offer an elective course that includes values clarifi-
cation or decision making in addition to informa-
tion. Gradually such a program might expand to
include a peer counseling or peer tutoring compo-
nent. If the program is successruk it usually gains
broader support. Positive, constructive changes
eventually spread through the school or the district.

Hut what of the school that is too troubled to
consider ijnplementing a long-range program -or
even to change its approach to di'ugs and related

mak\

"Personal intervum conducted for this puhlication.
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problems? Jeanne Gibbs, director of the Center for
Human Development, formerly a component of
the Office of the Contra Costa County Superin-
tendent of Schools and now a nonprofit Company.
believes that the most important service her agency
can provide is assistance in problem solviny and
organi7ational development. "We have to take a
total systems approach," said Gibbs, in an inter-
view for this publication. "I think the prevention
field has had to get much more sophisticated, and
we can't just give schools curriculum packages or
different activities to do any more. Our approach is
to work with school over a long period of time. If
somebody calls us for assistance, we want to know
immediately what the problems are. Is it kids break-
ing windows, or is it teachers under such stress that
they can't even talk to the principal? Often they're
asking for more controls in the school. The first
thing we do is find out where they're hurting and
What they really need.- Often they call a and say
they want a new drug education curriculum; but
when we stao working with them, we find there are
preliminary needs thai have to be met first." .

In Gibbs' view, while a comprehensive drug abuse
prevention program with a wide range of strategies
can he a long-term goal, the first criterion for an
effective prevention program is a genuine commit-
ment to doing something, not just about drug-
related problems but about school problems as
well. Gibbs refers to the concept of a "pyramid of
prevention" developed ,hy center training director
Andre Allen (see Figure I on page 16). "We'll
catch a school' anywhere on this pyramid," says
Gihhs. "Even if all they want is a single presenta-
tion about drugs, that's what we'll give them as
long as it will lead to something else."'4

Drug Abuse Prevention or Skill
Development

Many ot the strategies described in this chapter
include cognitie as well as affective learning expe-
riences. The emphasis in these strategies is on activ-
ities that are not part of what is generally viewed as
the primary mission of schools: the development of
.basie, skills. Because affective education techniques
and Cit her aspects of drug abuse prevention. pro-..
grains in schools may be unfamiliar, teachers, ad-
ministrators, and parents may, in fact, mistakenly
conclude that the activities are unrelated to the
development of basic skills. At a time when there is
nationwide concern ahout declining student achieve-
ment in language arts, 'mathematics, science, and

I4Personal inteisiew conducted kr this publication

social studies, this misunderStanding creates an
issue that initiators and coordinators of drug abuse
prevention programs must be prepared to address.

The concern that drug abuse prevention may not
be, relevant to skill development is partly based on
thermistaken notion that schools can separate rie
cognitive and affective realms, teaching one or the
other in total isolation. In fact:the "hidden curricu-
lum" of a teacher-dominated classroom in which
the students are expected to memorize factual infor-
mation Yn preparation for a written test, for exam-
ple, results in a great deal of affectilk learning. The
students often learn in sah a classroom that the
best way to be succeAful in school is tO tell the
teacher exactly what he or she wants to hear and
not to offer any opinions that diverge from the
teacher's expectations. Affective learning takes place,
ik short, whether the teacher deliberaiely plans
structured affective exercises or not..

In addition, personal and- interpersonal pro.b-
lems are often the main deterrent to cognitive
learning in the classroom. In sociiil science research
self-esteem is commonly linked not only with drug.

abuse but also with low academic achieVement.
Teenagers with the fairly typical problem of being
caught in a value or decision-making "crisis" with-
out resources for helping themselves are notlikely
to show up in algebra class with bright faces, eager
to learn. And teachers' who have fallen into the
habit of yelling to establish control are too weary
most of the time to.get any teaching done, much
less to enjoy a relaiiOnship of mutual respect with
their students. Since drug abuse prevention strate-
gies invariably affect these factors and, therefore,
cognitivelearning, Schools that make a commit-
ment to long-term prevention activities are usually
more productive places for affective and cognitive
learning alike.

No substitute for rigorous and competent instruc-
tion in the basic skills can be found, of course. At
times advocates of drug abuse prevention have
probably -erred in going too far in the direction of
creating a warm, accepting, and tolerant climate to
help develop students' self-esteem; whereas, a care-
ful balance of affeetive and cognitive learning is
-essential to a Student':: optimum growth and devel-
opment in school. If a student is seriously deficient
in basic skills, an "I Al.AC" sign wit hout.any rips in
it is at best a hollow victory.

Whu Will Conduct School-Based Drug Abuse
Prevention Programs

Especially at this time, when schools' resources
tot acqMring outside help are increasingly limited,
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teachers, counselors, and administrators must be
the primary resources for drug abuse prevention
activities. Therefore, intensive inservice training for
all school personnel involved in a program/ is be-
coming an increasingly important aspect of a com-
prehensive approach to drug abuse prevention.
(For a discussion of training approaches, see page
42.) Peer tutoring and° peer counseling programs
can help to relieve over-burdened school staff mem-
bers. This approach is hardly an innovation; t is
similar to the practices used in the days of the one-
room schoolhouse, when rhildren commonly helped
each other and, thus, helped to reduce the teacher's
-Work load. Frequently, schools benefit from coop-
erative working relationships with local youth ser-
vice, mental health, juvenile justice, and drug and
alcohol abuse agencies. All of these agencies have
anY implicit mandate to reach young people in
schools, and partnerships between the schools and
local agencies can be mutually beneficial.

Since prevention programs require a great deal
of time, energy, and commitment, usually only a
few individuals will become program initiators.
They are-the ones who develop the basic concept of
the program, convince the school and district ad-
ministration of its merit, secure funding, monitor
tFe -program's implementation, and continually
recruit new participants. For these people drug

abuse prevention usually becomes a 4'cause." Al-
most any schOot staff member, convinced of the
value of drug abuse prevention, can be a program
initiator; yet thos'e with flexible schedules.or admin-
istrative responsibilities (e.g., counselors, resource
teachers, administrative staff, or outside consul-
tants) are in a better position than most classroom
teachers to undertake the extra work and commit-
ment required to launch a prevention program.

Scheduling of Drug Abuse
Prevention Activities

Orie of the major premises for school-based drug
abuse prevention programs presented n this chap-
ter is that prevention activities will not be limited to
one particular class, such as health, driver training,
or "state requirements," as is often the case iirCali-
fornia schools. Although these courses ..may be
worthwhile -starting points for a prevention pro-
gram, the long-term goal should -be to reach as
many members of the school and its community as
possible.

Thus, while it is appropriate for instruction about
substance abuse.to be included in a comprehensive
health education program, as described in the Health
Instruction Framework ,for .California Public Schools.
a well-developed 'substance abuse program will in-
volve a substantial portion of the faculty.

cs



Drug Abuse Prevention
in California Schools

It is often said that .California leads the rest of
the country in cultural trends and life-styles. Cer-
tainly, Californians were in the vanguard of the
y9uth rebellion of the 1960s, and California was
also one of the first states to experience a serious
drug abuse problem among youth at about the
same time. As a result, in the early 1970s California
also became an important sdurce of new approaches
to drug abuse prevention. In California the need
for effective programs for drug abuse prevention
and control was felt sooner, and more keenly, than
elsewhere.

Some of Califorita's strength in prevention pro-.
gramming reflected the state's position as the most
populous in the country; federal funds for drug
abuse, alcoholism, youth service, and mental health
programs are often divided among the states on the
basis of population. For the last six years, Califor-
nia ha% also been the base of one of five regional
training centers sponsored by the U.S. Office of
Education to train teams of school staff and corri-
munity members in develbping drug abuse preVen-
tioiv programs. The USOE Region VIII training
center, a program of Awareness House, inc.,. located
at- Mills College in Oakland, has provided two-

week residential training prdgrams for more than
350 California teams since it opened. in 1972. In,
addition, Califdrnia is the home of numerous organi-
zations that conduct nati.dnally significant research
and evaluation programs or provide technical assis-
tance relating to drug abuse. Notable among these
have been the gocial Action Research Center in
San Rafael; the Social Research Group of the-Uni-
versity of California School of Public Health in
Berkeley; and .the Pacific Institute for Research
and Evaluation in Walnut Creek.

The combination of these unique resources and
the pressing need for drug abuse prevention and
control in California has led to an informal state-
wide network for information sharing and mutual
support among California drug abuse prevention
organizations and agencies. It is a network to
which the State Department of Education has, at
various times, contributed direction, leadership,
and both financial and technical support.

The Role of the State Department
of Education

Some form of school-based drug education has
been mandated by the California Education Code
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since the 1880s. The State Department of Educa-
tion has traditionally had the primary responsibil-
ity for coordinating programs designed to satisfy
the requirements of the Education Code, but the
Department's activities in the area of drug educa-
tion intensified dramatically in the late 1960s. At
that time the, Education Code was amended to
require as part of the course of stu4y in California
schools "health, including the effects of alcohol,
narcotics, drugs, and tobacco upon the human
body" (Section 51202). This was the legal maridate
for what beeame a far-reaching drug abuse preven-
tion effort.

In 1967 the Department published an updated
drug education manual entitled Drug Abuse: A
Source Book (Rid Guide for Teachers. The publica-
tion contained a philosophy of drug education and
prevention that is still an important part of the
.Department's approach:

Khowledge 2hout dangerous substances is, for many
adolescents, inadequate as a deterrent to drug Ouse.
Knowledge must be reinforced by the capacity to meet
life's challenges and enj6y life's rewards without re-
course to drugs. Therefore, educationorelative to drug
abuse demands increasing, attention to the phygical,
mental, and social well-being of pupils. The ultima.1

. solution, 'if one exists, to the problem of drug abuse
rests not in the control of drugs but in the develop-
ment of human beings who ar,e resistant to drug
a buse.

Shortly after the guide was published, the Depart-
ment of Education joined with the Department of
Public Health in an 'effort to identify the most
effective means-of providing drug education. After
two years of reviewing prevention programs and
surveying students and teachers, the collaborative
effort led to conclusions that supported the philo-
sophy 'expressed in the earlier guide. As stated in
the final report= of the study, these included the
following:

,The primary function of the school in drug
education is the development and implementa-
-tion of programs that are preventive in design.
Effective preventive drug education programs
involve a variety of approaches and, in gen-
eral, include the following steps:

A. Recognizing drug misuse and abuse as
symptoms and focusing on the causes

'Drug Abuse A Source Book and Guide for hachers. Sacramento,
Calif : California State Department of Education. 1968.

2A Stuck of Afore f."IfiTuve Education Relative to Narcotics. Other
Harmful Drugs, and Hallucinogenic Substances: A Progress Report
Submitted to Me Californut tegislature as Rettuired hi. Chapter 1437
Statutes of 1VM. Sacramento. Calif.: State Department of Education.
1970

B. Beginning attthe earliest grade level with
. appropriate factual information adjusted

to the readiness of the students
C. Emphasizing the individual and interper-

sonal relationships and activities
D. Approaching drug education as an ongo-

ing program throughout the school year
E. Providing alternative behavior patterns

for the student
A wide variety Of persons can be used in
instructional roles. The most appropriate per-
sonnel should be chosen in accordance with
the specific needs of each situation.

= No :itte program of drug education appears to
produce significantly betier results than any
other program evaluated in this study.
A great need exists for trained personnel to
provide leadership in the area of drug educa-
tion for school districts and communities.
An effective system for the dissemination of
drug research data and information is needed
in the state.

At about the same time ,that the study was con-
cluded, the Department of Education published its;
first Framework for Health instruction in Califor-
Piia Public Schools (1970), in which drug use and
misuse comprised one of ten major content areas.
This emphasis was continued in the revised frame-
work, published in 1978.

While the advances in drug education policy and
planning were helpful, the continuing urgency of
the drug problem created a dettrnd for expanded
programs and increased funding for drug educa-
tion at all levels. In 1970 the Department received a
three-year grant from the U.S. Office of Education
as part of the National, Drug Education Training
Program. That same year the Superintendent of
Public Instruction made drug education a top prior-
ity of the Department and appointed a Drug Edu-
cation Task Force to study drug abuse, identify
effective .drug education programs and, strategies,
and recommend appropriate action. The combined
resources of the Drug Education Training Program
and the Drug Education Task Force provided a
new thrust for planning and progratn implementa-
tion in the state and helped to make the Depart-
ment a Clearinghouse for ideas and information
about drug education- and drug abuse prevention.

The 'New' Programs
During the first- year the members of the Drug

Education Task Force and the staff of the State
Drug Education Training Program rallied support
for drug education throughout the state, assessed
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school districts' training needs, and began to develop
and compile prevention strategies that could be
replicated in district-level drug education and pre-
vention programs. The new coalition also,helped to
influence the Legislaturd to take a fresh look at
drug education #nd to enact a much more specific
law than had previously existed. The result was the
Drug Education Act of 1971, which provided the
clearest legislative mandate for drug education to
date. The act called for "a comprehensive statewide
program on drug education for all pupils . . on
the nature! and effects of the use of tobacco, alco-
hol, nareotics, restricted dangerous drugs . .. and
other dangerous substances . ."3The program was
to provide all of the following:

'Sequential instruction in kindergarten and grades 1
through 12
.Preservice and in-service training for school personnel
Instructional materials for pupils and teachers
Identi'fication and reporting of promising programs
of instruction and .counseling
Promotion of effective liaison between school and
community, involving parents, pupils, community
health agencies, law-enforcement agencies, and other
concerned community groups4

Theact also spelled out the responsibilities of the
Department ot' Education, for providing assistance
to the statewide effort:

Identifying innovative teaching methods
Developing methods of evaluating the effec-
tiveness -of instruction in drug education

0 Serving as the depository for the results of all
research relative to drug education
A,:sisting school districts in conduCting teacher

'training programs
Administering pilot projccts on drug educa-
tion and, conducting teacher training
Assisting in the development of adult educa..
tion programs that emnhasize the develop-
ment of coordinated school-community programs
relative to drug education

Furthermore, the act called for regional training
rograms for teams. of teachers, administrators,

youth, and community representatives.. And the act
required the governing board of each school dis-

:.;_trict to adopt a drug education policy in accor-
dance with guidelines for drug education established
by the State Board of Education.

The Drug Education Act supported a training
and program development effoil that continued for
the next six years.- In a sense the effort had already

'Education Code Niction 51261

41hitt

4.

i..
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begun in 1970 with the identificktion of promising
strategies, the establishment of a depository of
drug education information and curriculum mate-

, rials, and the formulation of a comprehensive drug
education philosophy. After passage of the Drug
Education Act, however, the way was open for
intensive progsam development aimed at the school
district level.

In 1972 legislation was passed to require the
now Department of Alcohol and Drug Abuse to
assist local community organizations in initiating
effective programs to prevent drug abuse and to
coordinate statewide activities related to the pre-
vention of drug abuse (Health and Safety Code
sections 11866, 11980, and 11986).

To make/he best use of the available time and
resources, the Department of Education's drug
education staff employed several different ,training
models. Principal among these were the 'following:

Training of regional training teams. Teams of
six individuals from each of six regions in the
state participated in five-day residential train-
ing sessions. These teams, in turn, trained
teams of school personnel, students, and corn-

, niunity members.
Regional leadership training. A leadership team
of Department staff members and representa-
tives from drug education and prevention pro-
grams throughout the state provided training
at convenient locations for school and com-
munity represvitatives.
Rfsidential training at the Center for Drug
Education Leadership Development, adjacent
to the campus of California State University,
Sacramento. At this Department-sponsored
center, teams of school staff members, corn-

.? munity representatives, and students attended
residential training sessions lasting from three
to five days.

Whatever the format, the training generally involved
a combination of didactic and experiential tech-
niques to present three basic componenti:

An introduction to the philosophy and theory
of effective drug education
An overview of drug education strategies and
methods
The development of an action plan to achieve
goals and objectives for drug education

Over thesix-year period during which the Depart-
ment's training programs were in operation, more
than l2.000,individuals and 400 teams received
some form of training from Department staff and
consultants. Nearly $65,000 of the funds provided

4
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by the Drug Edtication Act was used to pay the
consultants who provided direct on-site technical
assi3tance to Department-trained teams:

Another important element of the California
drtig education program was the adoption by the
State Board of Education in May, 1973, of guide-
lines for drug- education programs. Based on the
findings of the Drug Education Task Force, these
guidelines were consistent with the philosophy of
the ' Department's training progfams and further
established !he desirability of developing affective
skills as part of a,total drug abuse prevention strat-
egy. The guidelines, based on the assumption that
drug' abuse is a symptom of deeper problems, con-
tained recommendations forcuoiculum approaches
with an emphasis on attitudes and decision making
as well as *information. The guidelines also 'bon;
tained recommendations -for- extensive in-service
training for teachers, a careful 'review Of drug edu-
cation curriculum plans and materials, and specific
qualifications for school staff members.

As a result of the Departmenrs efforts, over a
six-year period, school districts throughout the
state began to shift from drug.education programs
that were based primarily on medical and legal
informatiOn to more comprehensive programs that
included values education, decision making, alter-
natives,_ and similar strategies. The activities of the
informal center for resource and information shar-
ing in Sacramento began to .be duplicated by Sim-
ilar organizations at the county level. Counties that
developed prevention networks mantaining reglt-
lar communication with the Department of Educa-
tion, and often with each other, were Alameda,
Butte, Contra Costa, Fresno, Los Angeles, Mendo-
cino, Merced, Mono, Orange, Sacramento, San
Bernardino, San Diego, San Mateo', Santa Bar-
bara, Santa Clara, Sutter, and Ventura. Thus,
through county-level resources"that reached'school
districts and community-based programs, the De-
partment's statewide drug education program had
a potential impact on most of the teachers, admin-
istrators, and students in the stat,F's public schools.

During the 1977-78 school year. three substance
abuse prevention projects were funded within the
Department of Education. Each was designed to
gx tend the successes ot' the earlier programs.

The Drug Abuse Technical Assistance Project.
,funded by the State Department of Health. Divi-
sion of Substance Abuses, allocated approximately
$400,000 to 18 California school districts. The allo-

'On July I. 1978, the Division of Substance Abuse was combined
with the Office of Alcoholism to form the Department of Alcohol and
Drug Abuse

.

,

.cations Were made oh the basis of competitive pro-
gram proposals. This money, ranging from $10,000
tob $39,000 per district, enabled the staff of local
programs to implement new expirimental ap-
proaches to drug abuse prevention; to conduct ex-
tensive; yet costly, research and evaluatiem,effOrts;
and in some cases to implement new programs in
communities which previously had had little or no
prevention programming. .

The second project, also funded by the Division
of Substance Abuse, was entitled "Structuringior
Prevention." This project invaved three schooli at
three different levels (elementary, junior high, and
senior high) as part of an effort to introduce com-
prehensive prevention programming in kindergarten
virough twelfth grade involving the entire faculty
a)xl administrative staff, parents, local juvenile jus-
ticc and youth service personnel, and staff of the
county health and education departments. Primar-
ily through intensive in-service training, the project
was designed to incorporate intd the preVention
program of each school a variety of the drug educa-
tion strategies that had been developed by the
Department during the previous six years. Two 4.
school districts were selected for the...project: the
Colton Joint Unified School District in San Ber-
nardino County and the Thermalito Union 'Ele-
mentary School District in Butte County. An impor-
tant part of this project was a thorough evaluation
conducted by an outside agency.% .. .

The third project, the cohol EdUcation .Proj-
ect, funded by the Office Alcoholism% involved
a series of five workshops and technical assistande
efforts_ in six counties (Sacramento, Los Angeles,
San biego, San Luis Obispo/Santa Barbara (jointly),
and Santa Clara) that had previously expressed a
strong interest in developing more sophisticated
approaches to substance abuse prevention. :The
workshops consisted of presentations and demon-
strations of substance abuse education and preven-
tion programs that had..been identified as outstanding
or exemplary. These presentations were followed
liy site-specific technical assistance.

In recent years tWo contrasting views of drug
education curricula have evolved. Proponents of
orirview contend that highly structured materials,
including step-by-step lesson plans, are needed to
help teichers with classroom activities .related to
drug education. They maintain that teachers do not
have the time or the skill to plan lessons around
drug abuse prevention issues.

hOn July I. 1978. the Office of Alcoholism was combined with the
Division of Substance Abuse to form the Department ot Alcohol and
Drug Abuse.

0
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The other appro ch to drug education curricula.

is based on the a. umption that teachers who he
been thoroughly trained in affectjve education tea.=
niques and group=pioeess skills will use ippropriate
drug education exercises at appropriate times, either
as part of the standard course of study 'or as -a
sepuate drug education unit: °

The variety of activities initiated or facilitated by
the Department of Education between 1970 and
1978 ranged from the development of a philosophy
and strategy for substance abuie prevention to the.
implementatiOn of Comprehensive prevention ap-
proaches in -selected schoOls, schooldistricts, and
counties. Of course, the Department was onVbne
of many elements in the evolution of some of the
better known and enduring programs in the state.
To present an *overview of) what several, of these
prpgrams accomplished, the remainder of this chap-
ter is devpted to brief program profiles. The approach
of each program described here was developed to
reflect the Department's philosophy "and guidelines.
Whether the directors of these programs worked
closely with Department staff oc independently,
these programs are example§ of the gentral approach
to drug abuse prevention around which the Depart-

. ment's eight years of drug education activities have
revolved.

Santa Barbara tounty:; The Interactive 'Learning
Process (II.P) Model

Penny Whitehead, a third grade teacher at the
Miller Street Elementary School in Santa Maria
conducts a class in drug education,. part of a drug
abuse prevention program. For one lesson, the
4eaeher had taped on the chalkboard paper. cutouts
of two gigantic feet. On one the teacher had written
"OK"; "NOT OK" had been written on the other.
Before the lesson began, the teacher reminded the
class that during the previous day they had talked
about different kinds of drugs, advertising, and the
.different places where advertisements are found.
The pupils agreed that television advertisements
can reach more people at one time than any other
.form of advertising.

The teacher divided the class into ,groups and
gave each group rectangular sheets of colored papier
on which were printed the names of various drugs.
She instructed the groups to decide whether each
drug was "OK" or "NOT OK" to advertise on TV.
The class took a few niinutes to read the names of
the drugs aldud and to define them. The teacher
reminded the class about an important rule: There
are no right or wrong answers. The class responded.
"That's right; the impol rant thing is what you
think."
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For about ten minutes the students discussed
their ideas about the exercise. Then, the class was

-ready to shire each group's responses.' As the stu-
dents identified their . Words as either "OK" or
"NOT OK," it was clear that there is,a great deal of
unanimity. °Marijuana and PCP are "NOT OK" to
advertise on TV, the students agreed', while aspirin
is "OK." Toliacco and alcohol %ere placed on both

, sides of the board., *

When all of the' words had been taped to the
cutouts, the teacher asked the students,o,hat they
had learned from the exercise. The 'responses var-
ied: "Some of these drugs are bad and some are

1, good"; "Different people make different decisions."
Every student -who wanted to speak had a citance
to voice this or her idea.

As the final step in the lesson, the teacher: distrib-
uted .forms labeled "Opinion-gralm" She asked the
class: "If you were to give some 'advicb to the *-
pie who do the avilvertising on TV, what would that
advice be'?" She instructed the students tO complete
ihe following: "To the people who advert& on TV:
I urge you to . . . "

While the students completed their opinion-grams,
the teacher moved around the room, looking- at
their papers and praising their efforts. "Boy, you're
giving this a lot of thought, aren't you-i" she .said.

really proud of you guys today."
Althdugh this lesson may seem casual and spon-

taneous on the surface, it was based on a'systematic
teaching process devised by Eleazar .Ruiz, drug
education coçrdinator, Office of the Santa Barbara
County Superintendent of Schools. Ruiz developed
the Interactive Learning Process (1LP) model with
funds provided by the U.S. Office of Education.
Developed over a threc.year period, the primary
focus of Ruiz' project centered on the elimination
of Value conflicts and barriers to communication,
the improvement of decision-making skills, and
similar aspects of affective development among
parents, children, and teachers.

The 1LP model consists of four basic elements:
Stimulus. The teacher presents information,
issues, or questions relevant to a particular
topic. This component of the lesson should
last no more than ten minutes.
Involvement. The students discuss the topic in
small groups while the teacher moves from
group to group. This component can last as
long as 29 minutes.
Feedback. The. Kudents report 4the groups'
conclusions to the rest of the class.
Closure. The teacher solicits verbal or written
responses from the students .about what they
have learned from the lesson.
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Although it was developed specifically for drtq,
education programs., the ILP model is applicable to
almost any subject area and offers a useful alterna-

. tive to the more traditional lecture method. It is
-one of the essential components of a comprehen-
sive approach to drug abuse pr6ention that Ruiz
has implemented in Santa Barbara County. During
'the 1977-78 school year, the model was the main
focus of an intRnsive teacher training program
funded as part of the Department of Education's
Drug Abuse Technical .Assistance..Project.

According to Penny Whitehead, one of the 1977-
78 participants, one of the most important effects
of the program is that she is not as critical of the

:Children as she had been. She said that Dr. Ruiz
.had.. pointed out at the first workshop that if one
accePts children as they are, teaching them becomes
easier. She said that she hadlearned to accept what'
a. child does as ill right and to work on improve-
ment from there.' "Another important thing about'
1LP is that the information is in the kids," she said..
"All you hasfe to do is bring it out of them. When
it's their own idea, they're more likely to live by

The content of the 1LP drug education lessons is
varied; and Ruiz avoids prepackaged lesson plans.
Instead, the 1977-78 project .included Itttensive train-
ing in the use of the ILP model as a drug education
teaching strategy. In addition, each teacher could
receive as much as $100 to purchase drug education
materials that he or she found useful. Accórding-to
Ruiz, "The .program gives teachers a- process for
humanizing teaching. Most of the teachers realize
that it doesn't need to.apply just to drugs. With this
process it is easy for teacters 'to n{ake-their own
lesson plans. As the old saying goes, 'Give people
fish and they'll have food for a day; teach them

' how to fish and theyll have food for a lifetinie.",

Ventura County: A i'ourse in Adolescent
Development and Decision Making

Prepackaged lesson plans and materials are in-
cluded in a 16-lesson course in adolescent develop-
ment and decision making that was developcd by
tho staff of the Drug Education and Prevention
Unit in the Ventura County Health Care Agency.
With funds from- the Department of Educatioh's
Drug Abise Technical Assistance Project, th, Ven-
tura County staff developed a variety of media
components during thc 1977-78 school year to
complement a comprehensive prevention-oriented
course that had evolved over a period of years.

'Perional interview conducted for this puhlication

'Personal interviev. conducted for this puhhcation
a

te

Films, videotapes, filmstrips, slides, posters, car-
toons, and placards serve as discussion stimuli for
the course.

The program was developed by Bennie Crayton,
Alice Dondero, and Penny Hantman.

The course includes popular music as a stimulus.
Fcr example; song lyrics familiar to the students
are used to stimulate a discussion. The develópers
of the program use the vocabulary and experience
of contemporary youth.

Each,lesson in the course begins with a stimulus
provided by the media package and then moves on
to a series of questions for discussion in small
groups:

"What's Going On?" (Focus: An overview of
adolescent development). The stimulus is an
animated film of two teenagers talking about
what it means to be an adolescent. The film
depicts various form of adolescent behavior.

.(such as rebellion and risk taking) and makes
the point that such behavior frequently occurs
in the adolescent period of girth and develop-
ment,
"Getting Out of Boxes" (Focus: Stereotypes).
For this lesson the media'package includes car-
toons depicting common stereotypes Of adoles-
cence (e.g., "delinquents" and "dopers"). Also
included are cards with teenagers' stereotypes of
adults (e.g., "old-fashioned" or "narrow-minded").
The purpose of this 'lesion is to encourage an
exploration of how stereotypes evolve and the
extent to which they are valid.
"Taking-Chances" (Focus: Risk taking). The
first stimulus for this lesson is a cartoon strip,

."The Bird Who Wouldn't Fly." The story
evokes a discussion of risk taking. The lesson
.includes a set of cards depicting various risk
situations for example, a sign warning "No
swimming, dangerous undertow," a door with
a "Help Wanted" sign, and a boy swallowing a
pill and holding a glass of beer.
"Have You Ever Tried It?" (Focus: Drug arid
alcohol use, misuse, and abuse). The stimulus
for this lesson is a film about a girl and her
friends. Some of the friends use rio drugs,
while others are drug abusers. The purpose of
the lesson is to explore the realities of drug use
and to understand the difference between use
and abuse.
"It Comes Down Like This." (Focus: Authori-
ty/ rebellion/separation). To stimulate a dis-
cussion on the role of adult aut,hoy_ity in relation
to drug use and othcr aspects of adoles"cent
behavior, materials for this lesson include a set

t.
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of posters depicting a variety of authority fig-
ures (e.g., a judge, a policeman, and a teacher).
"Do It for Me." (Focus: Parental. expecta-
tions). For this lesson, each student is given a
card on-Which is written; "My son/daughtsr is

. I expect him, her to _______ The
cards are used to stimulate role playing situa:
tions in which the students either agree or dis-
agree with their parents' expectations of them
and analyse which expectations they find most
difficult to deal with.
"Where Did I Get Mine'?" (Focus: 'Values).
Slides depicting parents and children accom-
pany a brief tape-recbrded presentation on the
origins of values. The lesson is designed to
eneourage a discussion of the extent to which
the students share their parents' vilues.'
"Me?" (Foe'us: Identity).: The lesson materials
include a drawing of a human figure made to
look like, a jigsaw punle. On each piece of the
puzzle, the students complete such values-
clarifying statements as "I need . ..."; "1 h'ate

. ,"; "I love .

"No You Can't; Yes I Can" (Focus: Gender
'role expectations). The lesson materials include
posters showing people in situations that do
not follow tr,aditional sex roles (e.g., a woman
doing carpentry). The students are encouraged
to explore how society defines gender roles
and how gender role stereotypes can be elim-
inated.
"Gaps tp Fill --Lines to Deliver" (Focus: Com-
munication).A series of posters represents the
arious moods that people may experience

and the roles they may play among their farn-
ily and friends. The lesson is designed to stim-
ulate,a discussion of interpersonal communi-
cation and human relationships. The posters
depict a sinking ship:a garbage can, a roller-
coaster, and an airplane flying through cloudy
weat her.
"Sometimes It's a Drag" (Focus: Feelings).
Varions feelings and emotions are represented
in a series of .color slides that include portray-
als of sadness, jealousy, anger:loneliness, and
fear. The discussion centers on how drugs are
used to alter feelings.
,.'Show Me the iWay Out" (Focus: Problem
solving). The steps of a problem-solving pro-
Cess are represented in ,a slide-tape scene. In
response the students follow the problem-solving
steps in a discussion of a different problem.
"Something for You" (Focus: Self-esteem).
This lesson includes a slide-tape presentation
about a group of teenagers telling each other

st
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about. what thcy do well. The purpOse of the
lesson is to encourage the students in the class
to exchange similar self-valuing comments.
"Soul Food" (Focus: HUman needs). A set of
geometric forms- is useil to stimulate a discus- ,

skm Of the basic needs for love, recognition,
and respect. The students are asked to think
about and describe the positive qualities in ,

4ach shape and to recognize, that differences
among people can be positive attributes...
"Hollywood" (Focus: Winning and' losing).
The lesson includes a film in Which a disco-
theque becomes a metaphor for life, ShoWing a
variety of .people who arc "winners" and "los-
ers." The discussion centers on ways of coping
with succets and failure. It.also includes a dis-

.
.

cusston about drug use.
"What's It All About?" (Focus: Philosophical
explorations). This lesson is designed to encour-,
,age the students to explore their own perAoñal
philosophy of life and torelate it to the use of .

drugs. A slide-tape presentation is included to
stimulate..a discussion about various philoso-
phies of life.

Los Angeles County: "Living Skills,"
A High School Curriculum .

"Living Skills" is a curriculum developed by J.
Lindsay Woodard and Eleanor Saris, the founder
and curriculum director, respectively, of Project
INFO, a drug abuse prevention and early interven-
tion program based.in Whittier. The "Living Skills"
package includes complete step-by-step lesson plans,
"scripts" telling the teacher exactly what to say,
measurable objectives, evaluation instruments, and
materials for an 18-week high .school course meet-
ing five days a week.

The basic goal of- the course is to help students
develop the skills needed to function in a complex
society. The program is degigned to help students
to build self.esteem, develop selF-awareness, and
learn the skills of comMunication, decision mak-
ing, and problem solving.

Briefly, the course is directed toward helping the
students do the following:

Build trust, learn to share, build a good class
spirit, learn more about each other.
Understand others' values, become aware of dif-
ferences and similarities, learn to recognize arid
respect others' values without necessarily sharing
.them.

l3ecom'e aware of the things they say or do that
turn people off; recogni/e huw they might hurt
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someone without meaning to; and learn how to
tell whetheror not a problem is their respansibility.

Learn how to be gdod listeners, how to help
others with a problem, and how o figure out

,.. what others, really mean_when 'they can't say
exactly what, tney mean.
Understand atier in themselves and others and
what to do about it,.the bad effeets of too much
anger, and how, to be ,angry without hurting
anyone.

Learn hOw to understand joy, how to express
joy, -.how to build memories that are meaningftd,
and, how to give sincere cbmpliments.
Learn how to ;solve a problem, and.,understand
the most frequently used ways to solveproblems.' . Understand .the difference between it need and a
value;.set prioritieS and goals; make good deci-

. sions; and accept people who have different values
without changing their Own values.
,Learn how to determine whether a relationship is
good or bad; how to be a helpful friend; how to
be a positive meinber of a family and a positive
employee; and how to become aware of services
in the community and when and -how to use
them.

Build self-confidence.
Understand authority figures; prevent and resolve
difficulties by better understanding people.

's Prepare for thefuture: become self-sufficient:'set
up a household, establish credit, and maintain a
budget.

Understand the stages of life.

The students participate in 'elaborate problem-
:..solving situation, in which they apply the skills and

knowledge that they have acquired in the course.
The response to the course has been pOsitive.,

Both teachers and students credit the course with
helping them to be more open in their communica-
tion with others.

One component of the Department of Educa-
tion's Structuring for Prevention project was a peer
counseling program that was launched in the Ther-
malito Union Elementary School District in Decem-
ber, 1977. It began with a series of intensive train-
ing sessions for four teacher advisers and 14 stu-
dents from the seventh and eighth grades. The
student body was asked to identify Students with
whom other students might talk about a personal
problem. The "peer counselors' were selected on
the basis of that poll; and they represented a cross-
section of high- and low-achievers and the various
stud-Tit cliques.

The students participated in training ,sessions
one -day a week for several months. The sessions
were conducted by Kathy Yeates of the Depart7
ment of Education staff and Dan Moriarty, a drug
abuse prevention specialist with the Butte County
Department, of Health.

The peer coUnselors were taught howto respond
to students who need help with personal problems..
They were taught "reflective listening" techniques,
to be able to help the students without suggesting
solutions, even when they think they have the per-..
fect answer.

The peer counseling activities began in Therma-
lito soon after spring vacation. A mobile unit
st'affed by at least one teacher and a counselor

gbecamy the counseling "center," and counseling
sign-up sheets were posted in the school office.
Alt hough'some of the teachers and counsefors Were
apprehensive about students' willingness to share
their problems,.within a few .,ieeks approximately
one third orthe 232 student.; in the seventh and
eighth grades had visited the center for counseling.

Aceording to members of the school staff, by late
spring positive results of the peer counseling pro-
gram. artd related aspects of the Structuring for
Prevention program- Were clearly observable. One
result was that unexcused absences from school, an
important indi-.ator of students' feelings about both
sc,hool and themselves, declined by 40 percent.
Another positive result of the program was that
teachers became more aware of the students' prob-
lems and, thus, More responsive to "their needs.
Teachers -also became more aware of the effects
that the problems could have on Students' studies.

One staff member de'scribed the program as hav-
ing a snowball effect: The students feel good as a
result of the human relations days, and their good
feelings are reflected in die way in which they treat
other people. Then, the teachers listen more respon-
sively to the students and find ways of making the
school better. That makes the students feel even.
better. The human relations days and the peer
counseling program have been credited with revers-
ing what could have been a bad situation. The peer
counseling program has trained the students to
accept an important responsibility. In effect, the
students were told, "We respect you as a person,
and we expect you to do certain things." And thcv
lived up to all expectations.

Nevada County: A Program for Children
and Their Parents

Youth Self Help, in Nevada City, started eight
years ago as a community-based agency designed
to serve a variety of youth service needs. Since that
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time, the staff has worked hard to gain community
acceptance, stability, and funding. The challenge
has been compounded by the ambitiousness of the
agency's goal to pr6vide a wide range Of services
Wed on a cOmprehensive progiani of drug abuse
prevention. At various times, Youth-Self Help has
offered all of the following: individual and family
counseling and crisis intervention, employment train-
ing for young People diverted from the juvenile
justice system, a day care center, a recreation and
sports program, a summer day camp, an outreach
counseling program, in the county's schools, a job
recruiting and referral service for teenagers, and
training in affective skills for teachers and parents.

The agency staff members' participation in local
politics and in other areas unrelated to the delivery
of services serves two objectives: to. sustain finan-
cial and political support for Youth Self Help and
to provide a voice for youth in the community. As
as result, according to Youth Self Help director
Cleve Cunningham, the. agency has not only func-
tioned as the cOunty's leading ymith advocate, it
has also promoted a concept of mental health and
substance abuse prevention as a community-wide
effort having an impaet on young people from
birth through adulthood.

'One of Youth Self Help's successes during the
1977-78 school year was a training program, for
parents and teachers at the Ready Springs Elemen-
tary School in Penn Valley, a town of a few
hundred residents ten miles sothwest of Nevada
City in the Sierra foothills. The program, which
was funded -in part by the Department of Educa-
tion's Drug Abuse Technical Assistance Project,
consisted of two main components: in-service training
for teachers in "Magic Circle,"9 a structured ap-
proach to teaching communication skills and build-
ing self-esteem at the elementary school level; and
training for parents in the Systematic Training for
Effective Parenting (STEP) Program which, like
P.E.T.1" and other parent education programs,
focuses on family comint....ication, parental disci-
pline, and problem solving. Ten of the 11 primary
level teachers participated in the Magic Circle train-
ing, and approximately 24 parents participated in
the STEP course, which met for ;nine consecutive
weekday evenings.

The Magic Circle program offers a basicirame-
work for each session. This framework is presented

41.;vakto Palomares, Maxn Cm*. An Olvrtiew of the Human
Development Program. I.a Mesa, Calif : Human Development I rain-
ing Institute. Inc . 1974

homas Gordon Parent Mei live-net-A Training The Tevted New
1Var to Raise Reyna:Wile Chdaren New York, N Y. NeN American
thrarv. 1975
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in an almost ritualistic manner at the beginning of
each Magic Circle in the form of a set of unbreak-
able Magic Circle rules:
.. Everyone may have i chant, to speak.

L.Only one. person may speak at a time; when
someone is speaking, the others must listen

g and accept what the speaker is saying.
Np "put-downs" are allowed.
Everyone must stay in his or her own space.
everyone 'must stay on the subject.

Magic Circle also provides for a "feedback" time
when the students can demonstrate hoiv weil they
have listened by telling tbe group new things they
have learned during the discusSion..Usually, Magic
Circles work best 'when the teaeher and no more
than.seven or eight students, seated either on the
floor or in a circle of chairs, can establish a mood
of quiet privacy distinct from the usual noise and
commotion of the classroom.

More than just a technique or a set of rules, the
Magic Circle program includes carefully structured
discussion topics that are designed to lead children
to an increased.kwareness of thetnselves and oth-
ers.- The prograM includes enough lessons .so that
Magic Circle sessions can be held every day of the
school year. The topics center on three general
areas: awareness of oneself and one'S feelings: mas-
tery of physical and mental skills:' and sbeial inter-
action,

Bonnie Jacobson, counseling director of Youth
Self Help, described Magic Circle as a safe atmo-.
sphere in which children can express themselves
without judgment. The result is that the chuiren
develop self-esteem and self-confidence.

Although the Youth Self Help staff Members
have encountered some resistance from teachers
and administrators, their role as helpers from an
outside agency usually works. to their advantage.
This was particularly true at Ready Springs School,
where educators had tried for several years to start
a program like Magic Circle. Ready Springs princi-
pal William Lock said that without the efforts of
Youth Self Help, the program would not have
succeeded.

Parents are equally enthusiastic about the STEP
program. A mother who participated in the STEP
training said that the training she had received in
the program had made being a parent much easier.
The training helped her to- understand that she
could not pressure her child into getting good
grades. Her son is not on the honor roll, but she is
now able to talk with him about how he can do
,better and to help him instead of pushing him.

30
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Sacramento County: "An Opportunity
fur Moral Reasoning"

Lessons focusing on moral dilemmas wervflered
in -four Sacramento schools-during I977-78 as' part

ota pilot project in moral education funded by the
Department .of EduCation's Drug Abuse Technieal
Assistance Project. During one of the lessons, Mary
Kriege, a fourth gradeieacher at Kemble Elemen-
tary school, read the following story to her students:

You are a new fifth grader at school. _You listen
attentively as your ttacher describe the prize given
for the best social studies project. Later you find that
the prize is a box of candy.

You wak hard on your project. Soon the big day
arrives. Your teacher chooses your project for the
prize.

You are anxious to show the prize to your parents.
You watch the candy sitting on your desk until the
dismissal bell rings. As you race for the door a loud
voice behind you says, "What a stingy guy! He wouldn't
'eve,n share his randy with. the rest of us!",

When she had finished the story, she asked her
cilass, "What do you do?" All of the children wanted
to respond3 and the teacher accepted each answer
impartially, with a nod, before going on to the
next.

"Share it."
"Share it with my family first; then bring it beck

the next day and share it with the other 1:ids.!'
"I'd tell him that if I had to share, it with him I'd

have tq share it with everybody."
tell him I worked lard for it."

After all of the students had had an opportunity
to answer, the teacher ask"ed apother question:
"What if you get candy all the time and the other
kids in the class don't would this change your
mind?" Again, the children wanted to respond:

"Why share it if you worked hard for it?"
"I would have told him he had to pay for it."
The di'scussion continued for another ten min-

utes or so before the lesson and the Use of the
"moral dilemma" as a teaching technique were
concluded.

A trained ohserver might immediately recogniie
that the morarreasoning of the students' responses
in this lesson was based on varying levels of sophis-
tication. The teacher's questions were designed spe-
cifically to elicit from the stta.ents what has been
described as "higher levels" of moral reasoning.
Because moral reasoning is an important aspect of
decision making, a structured approach to moral
education is a valid concern in school-hased drug
abuse prevention programs.

J ftea.. is."..%

4.

A particularly important aspect of the Sacra-
mento project was a sophisticated research model
that involved the" use of 'experimental and. control

- groups to .evaluate sains in moral reasoning among
studentS in the pilot schObIs: Accoriiingio
director Charles Matus, The project was designed to b.
provide the opportunity for -moral reasoning to
occur, 'That doesn't necessarily just happen in a
classroom in the sense of there being a struct4red
opportunity. We all develop moral reasoning in-
nately, and the prograni WI% 'necessarily designed
to accelerate it. But there is some indication from
research that if you don't reach certain levels by
certain ages, you don't even have a chance of reach-
ing the highest level. Drug education specialist for
the Sacramento diStrict since .1972, Matus wanted to
cxperiment with the moral education project because-
it represented an, interesting approach that he had
not had the -opportunityto try before. Moreover,
the Department -of Education grant provided the
funds for a thorough and deteiled evaluation. Matus-
observes,. however, that "I don't see moral educa-
tion operating as a separate entity. I think it should
be a component of prevention, part of a total pre-
vention approach,"

The moral education project began in the fall of
1977, -when 14 volunteers (including teachers of
grades three and four, two nurses, a counselor, and
a social worker) participated in a three-day work-
shop on moral education Conducted by Matus and
colleagues involved in the evaluation Of the project.
Among other activities, the workshop participants
discussed the background and the various elements
of Kohlberg's theory, developed classroom man-
agement *echniques for introducing moral -dilem-
mas, studied and practiced using moral dilemmas
from several moral education-handbooks, and wrote
moral dilemmas of their own. The long-range objec-
tive of the program was to incorporate the probing
technique of the moral dilemma into curriculum
content areas and everyday classroom and play-
ground situations. Kohlberg's ideal moral educa-.
lion proilram, in fact, is embodied in a "just ma-
munity school" in which total participatory democ-
racy gives students and teachers alike a chance to
scale the heights of moral reasoning.

Although most of the workshop participants
were eager to try the new approach, some resisted
on the grounds that they felt it necessary to tell
students what would he right or wrong in a given
situation. "les easy to misunderstand the purpose
of moral dilemmas as an exercise," Matus said. "In
one moral dilemma a boy sees his friend set fire to a
wastebasket in school, and the question is whether

3
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the boy !thould report his friend fot setting the fire.
That's .the diletpma. There's no question that it's
wrong .to set the wastebasket on fire, but people
often-confine that with,the boy's _moral dilemma:
shOuld he or shottldn't he tell? There's no clear.

right-of wrong aniwer .to-that question...We've cau-
tioned teachers that if they feel very strongly' aboUl

'a dilernma, they shouldn't use itat least not in
this, opening phase. Also, you can.always disagree
withoUt saying that.a student is Wrong."

Despite the problems and.ambiguities of intro=
d'ucing a new and relatively untried approach, the
initial 'results .of the proje evaluation were highly
encouraging. Jerry George, a Sacramento City Uni-
fied School District psychologist,administered an
elaborate pre- and post-test scale of_ moral reason-
iag to a sainple population of about 80 students
'and found that many of the students who had had
classes in moral education made deafly observable
advances in moral reasoning. "Kids 'who have had
the ,prOgram are coming uP with thingi I don't hear
froin the other kids," said George. "In one situation
I've been using, a class makes paintings and then
sellS them at a fair. The question,is how should they
divide the money? Before the program stai ed, the
kids were say ing that the money should be divided
evenly. That's pretty solid stage IA reasoning. Now
rm etting kids who are saying that they should get
whatever they sold the paintinp forthat's a higher
stage of reasoning."!. .

4Ages ago we-were, 'tol:" not, to moralize or
preach as a drug abuse thevention teChnique," said
Maths. "As a reiult we left out morals most of the
time. Also, the field got heavily into the affective
domain. A lot orteaehers are uncomfortable %kith
affective techniques. Moral education gives us a
different pr. oaCh without,preaching. And it gives
teachers who wouldn't touch affective education an
opportunity to implement a sound drug abuse
prevention strategy of a different kind.",2

Sonoma County: A Team Approach
to Drug Problems

Two years ao Dolores Nonella, the prevention
specialist for the Sonoma County-funded alcohol-
ism program, the Orenda Center, joined with Ernie
Carpenter, a counselor at a Santa R osa youth ser-
vice agency sponsored by Social Advocates for
Youth (SAY), to provide prevention services to
schools in the county. Their willingness to work
together instead of engaging in petty struggles over
"turf" produced a genuine team effort. It may have

"Personal interview conducted tor this publication.
"Personal interview conducted for this publication
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been more than a coincidence, then, that among
many other prevention activities, Carpenter and
Nonella developed the concept of schoolwide teams
451 teachers, students, counselors, parents, and admin-
istrators who would become activists and drugs
and, alcohols problem solvers for their schools.

During .197V78 five prevention-oriented teams
were in operation in live-Sonoma- County .high
schools. Although the types of activities. that the
teams implemented varied from one school to an-
other, the teams 'shared certain common character.
istics:

Each team included a cross-section of the
school's facul, administration, and students.
Even some students whom faculty members
perceived as "problems" were invited to partic-
ipate in an effort to widen the teath's appeal to

,the entire student body.
Each team attempted to reach two distinct
targets: the entire schoot, using a primary
prevention approach; and students with par-
ticular drug and alcohol problems, offering
early interventiOn services.

fb: Specialists from SAY and the Orenda Center
provided off-campus training for . each team.
The series of training sessions focused on drug
aod alcohol problems, counseling techniques,
and community resources for individuals with
drug and alcohol problems, among other topics.
Each team developed activities for its own par-
ticular school.
Each teaM attempted to publicize its existenCe
so that individuals with ptoblems could seek
out team members for help or advice. Two of
the teams produced posters with photographs
of zhe team members and posted these in every
classroom in their schools.
The teams continued to meet and plan activi-
ties on a regular basis.

Yet, as Ernie Carpenter views it, there is more to
the team approach than just providing drug-specific
services. According to Carpenter, "There's a real
payoff for the students. They can do their part to
make thc school a better place to be. School sys-
tems are vertical organizations, and part of this
whole model is to level that out a little bit. The
adults and the students go through the training
together, and the students have an opportunity to
relate to the adults as people, not just as counselors
or teachers or whatever."

Gary Warner, a science and social studies teacher
at Santa Rosa's Montgomery High School, was
coordinator of the team during 1977-78. "The only
expectations were the ones we set for ourselves,"
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Warner said. "Our team was trained late in the
. string of 1976. Then, at the beginning of this year

the students went around to the classrooms and
explained-what the team. was. We decided to call
ourselves the Alcohol Concern Team, and in each
room the team members put up a poster with our
pictures on it. Then we ,decided to wait and see
what would happen. Initially, 15 to 20 students
made inquiries, but interest tapered off after that,
Finally, we decided that we should take more
action and try to figure out what we could do to
reach more people."

In May, 1978, the team sponsored a new games
tournament -a new form of "alternative" .sports
activity .that stresses noncompetition and exubei-
ant fun. The tournament was such a success that
students and teachers were still, talking about it a

.month later. ApProximately 450 students out of a
student body of 2,000 participated. "We wanted to
demonstrate that there are ways of having fun and

0

sharing things without getting loaded," said Warner.
"After it was' over, the students and the staff said
they felt good about it. Students, said it was a way
of enjoying something without getting high."

According to Montgomery principal Gary Miles,
"That program, was- probably the most c.succeisful
activity we've had on campus in terms .of student
body invOlvement. There was total involvement of
a wide cross-section of the school." Miles credits

_Carpenter and his associates 'with much of the
team's success. "Without their push and driVe .we
probably would not have.progressed as we hatce."
He said that an organization" like a school can
benefit from a third-party form of assistance. "Car-
penter and his group had knowledge and expertise
that we didn't have. They.didn't just come in here
with scare tactics about drugs and alcohol. It was a..
total help situation."13

"Personal interview conducted for this publication.
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Organizational Models
T. he effective, a school-based drug abuse pre-

Verition program almost invariably results in change
in a school. Clearly, programs that are strictly
informational are among the easiest to implement
ih school settings, and in many California school
districts they are still in demand. Their popularhy
is mostly due to the fact that they involve an .abso-

lute minimum of change on the part of either
teachers or students.

In contrast, the approach to drug-abuse preven-
tion advocated by m 1st experienced professionals
is based on the assumption that effective preven-
tion activities are aimed at changing institutions as
well as individuals. The premise is that change in
incLviduals comes slowly indeed when institutions
remain static. Institutional change may occur any-
where on the "pyramid of commitment" described
-on -page 16; and even the most rudimentary com-
mitment is a beginning.

Change may he introduced in the individual self-
contained classroom (through thq use of curricu-
lum packages like "Living Skills,' or the Ventura
County curriculum, for example) or in the state-
wide education, system (through a statewide net-
work of training systems and -rograms). Any number
of mechanisms, often operating simultaneously,
can provide the necessary leverage for change.

9

4.

C

The purpose of this chapter is to exaMine several
vehicles, or organizational models, through which
the kind of change implicit in school-based drug
,abuse prevention programs is commonly introduced.

Obviously, in all but the most futuristic educa-
tional institutions, the self:contained classroom (or
the, individual class in a departmentalized school),
is the essential organizational unit fen learning and
growth. Even in ultramodern school buildings with
open-space pods and modular scheduling, the basic
element of one teacher and a group of learners has
remained essentially the same since the beginning
of institutionalized mass education. Although com-
puter-as.,isted insuuction, individualized program-
med learning packets, and other forms of sophisti-
c,.ated instructional hardware and software have the
potential to change education dramatically, most
schools cannot afford these eduCational luxuries.

As the director of the learning process. the teacher
is usually free to be innovative (or unconventional)
so long as his or her class does not disturb other
classes. The spirit of innovation may even spread to
othe1 teachers and other rooms, thus making the
innovative teacher a change agent. In some cases
the result is a "minisehool" of like-minded teachers
who work as a team to develop a particular pro-
grain or style of teaching. Conversely, human energy
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and taxpayers' dollarstare wasted when spent on
programs designed to change a teacher who is
determined to do things the way he or she has
always done them. The teacher and his or her élass-
room are the ultimate targets of the organizational
models described in this chapter. Without the will-
ing and active participation of teachers, school-
based drug abuse prevention programs that are
designed to introduce change are hardly.worth the
considerable effort they, require.

4.

The Role -of -the Office of the County.
Superintendent of Schools

In Many ways offices of county superimendents
of schools have the potential to be the natural cen-
ters of drug abuse prevention networks, and some
Of the strongest school-based prevention programs
in California have taken advantage of this poten-
tial, Many factors Contribute to the suitability of
the office of the county superintendent of school's
leadership in 'introducing drug abuse prevention
strategies:

The centralized resources of personnel and
media available in most offices of county super-
intendents of schools make the introduction of

: new teaching techniques and drug abuse pre-
.. vention strategies more cost effective at the
county level than at the district level.
Although change agents from outside the schools
may be necessary for the introduction of new
ideas and educational approaches, teachers
and administrators are often suspicious of out-
siders. The trainer or drug abuse educator
from the office of the county superintendent of
schools is generally accepted by virtue of his or
her position in the school heirarehy.
Staff members of the county superintendent of
schools are close .enough to the schools to be
readily available on a consultant basis and far
enough removed from the daily routine of the
schools to permit the schools to grow and
change.
County school staff members often have access
to resources and new ideas that teachers and
administrators may overlook or never be aware
of.
Numerous options for program funding, includ-
ing fe.ieral grants, are often most accessible at
the cot.nty level.

In large school districts, the centrul administra-
tive staff members can play a role similar to that of
their counterparts at the county level. Howe% er,
California drug all ise prevention networks and
resource centers have generally evolved at the county

level. The Orange County Training for Responsible
Behavior (TR B) program, for example, offers in-
service training to school personnel, representa-
tives of local agencies, and parents. The Santa
Barbara County drug education program person-
nel developed the ILP:model, which has been dii-
seminated widely. And, under the auspices ot the
county suPerintendent of schools, the Contra Costa
County Center for Human Development provided
a variety of services to school districts and related
agencies. These included informational presenta-
tions on drugs and alcohol, ,extensive in-service
training kir teachers'-and administrators, consulta-
tion in organizational development, youth counsel-
ing, and alternatives programs. The center is now
an independent organization.

By far the most extensive of all the county-level
prevention programs in California is the Alameda
County Training and Development Center (for-
merly the Drug Education Center). Although the
center's activities are likely to be somewhat cur-
tailed as a result of the passage of Proposition 13,
during the 1977-78 school Year the center sup-
ported the following major substance abuse pre-
vention programs:

The Drug /Abuse Prevention Program provided
training and technical assistance to schools in
affective education techniques, multicultural
education, and organizational development.
The Alcohol Abuse Prevention Program, part
of a three-year demonstration project funded
by the forther State Office of Alcoholism,
established two community education centers
far alcohol abuse prevention in the Oakland-
San Leandro area and developed curriculum
materials for school-based programs.
The Youth Intervention Program (YIP), estab-
lished with revenue sharing funds from the
county board of supervisors to address youth
problems throughout the county, coordinated
the activities of 44 counselors placed in local
schools by six local youth service agencies. In
its second year, YIP drew praise from county
administrators for the efficiency of its manage-
ment and training networks.
The Community Education Program, the new-
est component of the center, was established
to provide training and assistance to school-
community groups interested in transforming
local schools into total community service insti-
tutions providing recreation, adult education,
cultural activities, and community advocacy.

In addition, the center publishes Links, a quar-
terly newsletter focusing on substance-abuse pro-
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grams and issues related to substance-abuse preven-
tion. Several other publications are available from
the center. These include Deciding, a."self-instruc-
tional" alwhol. education unit for elementary and
junior high school students, and_ Harmony, a man-
ual for developing community-based programs.

'Established in 1970 with a grant froin the Cali-
fornia council on Criminal Justice, the Training
and Development Centel began by providing pri-,
marily teacher training and curriculum materials.
The center's approach to preventioti grew increas-
ingly 'more sophisticated over the years, however,
and began to extend into school and community
programs; organizational development involving
.parents, teachers, administrators, and students in
problem solving and planning; and active lobbying
within the county on behalf of youth services,
' According ell center director Orle Jackson, a

comprehensive school-community approach with a
focus on institutional change is essential to a sound
prevention :program. Commenting on how and
-why the center has shifted its focus in the last eight
years, Jackson said that the center "used to place a
strong emphasis on training teachers in affective
education strategies. NOw we stress processes for
involving people in decision making, and we're
helping schools develop school management plans.
Affective education might he part of the final plan,
but we've found that if we go into a school trying to
impose a particular strategy or program, we may
be successful only ten percent of the time. When we
imPose a process for assessing needs and making
changes, we may, be successful 75 percent of the
time."'

The Role of County Agencies

In 1972 a county drug abuse coordinator's
office was established in each California county.
As the administrator of state and federal drug
abuse prevention and treatment monies, the
county drug abuse prevention coordinator submits
an annual plan to the Department of Alcohol and
Drug. Abuse. The plan delineates the drug abuse
prevention needs of the county and describes the
plan for meeting those needs. It also describes the
mechanism for monitoring the services provided.
During 1977-78 more than two-thirds, (approxi-
mately $1.9 million ) of all federal discretionary
allocation monies channeled throug4 the county
drug abuse coordinator offices was used for drug
abuse prevention programming.

County health agencies have provided resources
and training for school-based prevention programs

'Per%onal interview conducted for this publication.
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in a growing number of California counties. Tradi-
tionally,- the health agencyN approach to schools
has been to have staff "health educators" make
one-time classroom or assembly presentations on
various health-relatediSsues. Within county health
agencies the initiative for the development of school.;
based prevention programs can come from any of
several different sources: the mental health unit,
the drug unit,, or the alcoholism unit.

Cooperative involvement with the school system
and maintenance of effective relationships with
school personnel are critically important to the
county health agency program initiatoi. Many times,
the specialist from the county health agency involved
with school-based prevention programs was first
introduced to the school through. brief informal.
tional preseniations that he or she made in the
schools. Thus, the more traditional informational
approach can 6e a useful means of entry into .
school systems even if it is de-emphasized later.

Another approach was employed in 'a 1977-78
program in Mendocino County funded through the
Departinent of Education's Drug Abuse Technical
Assistance Project. Betsy Hayes, the drug educator.'
for the county mental health department, had learned
about the Orange County TRB program and was
eager to try it on a pilot basis in Mendocino Coun-
ty's schools.

Rather than attempting to organize and operate
the program entirely by herself, Hayesencouraged
a coalition of county agencies to partipipate in the
30-hour TRB training. She also obtained the sup-
port of the.Office of the Mendocino County Super-
intendent of Schools and invited tezcher volunteers
from four schools to mtend a five-day TRB work-
shop in Orange County. The workshop served to
prepare the teachers to provide TRB training in
their own communities. Over a period of months
Hayes and her associates *conducted a series of
TRB workshops for county agency staff, teachers,
and parents. The result was a committed group,
eager to continue the program.

The Mendocino program is an example of a suc-
cessful interagency coalition working cooperatively
with school districts. A similar model was used in
the Department of Education's. 1977-78 Structur-
ing for Prevention Program, which involved repre-
sentatives of several countjt and city health and
juvenile justice agencies, in addition to the school
district personnel. To achieve this degree of coop-
eration, program coordinators must overcome tra-
ditional rivalries among county agencies for politi-
cal influence and funding. This is especially critical
when the agencies' responsibilities occasionally over-
lap.
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The importance of interagency and interdepart-
mental 'cooperation and SUpport was emphasized
by a county health eduCator Who observed: ','We
haye tremendous support for health education in
our agency, and all the different departments talk to
each other. Our school programs have tripled in
size in the last two years. But we have to be very
careful how we present ourselves, especially in rela-
;ion to the county school department. If they think
we're doing something to make them took bad,
they'll slam the door in our faces, and we can't do
anything without them."2.

The Role of the Community-Based Agency
Other community-based agencies can be an impor-

tant source of ideas and assistance fOr school-based
drug abuse prevention programs. This is particu-
larly true of community-based agencies that pro7
vide direct services to schools.

The Youth Intervention Program (YIP) in Alameda
County, for example. offered "free" counseling ser-
vices to 44 senoe;s during 1977-78, often on 'a
nearly full-time basis. This provided relief to school
counselors who were already overburdened by paper-
work and unrealistic numbers of students. It also
provided for many Students a sympathetic advo-
cate, usually a young adult who was a part of the
school hut who was not identified with what could
be perceived as the school "establishment."

In a sense the YIP counselors were the "guests",
of the schools in which they. worked, for they were
the employees of independent community-based
agencies that contracted with the YIP program to
provide services.

Many community-based agencies were started in
the late 1960s or early 1970s as "street" centers for
counseling and crisis intervention at the height of
the -drug epidemic among youth. Often the staff
members were persons who were recruited from the
counterculture and who regarded the community-
based setting as a humanistic alternative to schools.
Thus, personnel in community-based agencies. in-
cluding some of the agencies in the YIP program,
have had to work very hard to develop effective
working relationships with the school community.

Robert Dreyfuss, YIP coordinator at Project
Eden in Hayward, said, "We'd been doing outreach
counseling in schools before YIP, hot we went
fresh into several of the schools when YIP started.
In each case we held a series of meetings to discuss
the program, first with the superintendent of schools,
then with the school counselors, and then with the
principal. We also invited the principal to partici-

:Personal interview conduded for this puhlication
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pate in the final hiring process. No one said that we
couldn't go into a school."3
- Even when personnel, in both schools and _commu-
nity-based agencies make a conscious effOrt to be
supportive cif each other% programs, some friction
-is probably unavoidable when outsiders:settle on
school "turf,"

A former YIP counselor explained: "I saw my
role as a youth advocate.' A. lot of teachers didn't
feel good about that. I think that teachers try very
hard, 'but a tot of them forget what kids are about.
They saw me as someone who would take the kids
off their hands. There were also conflicts about
what I should be doingthe principal and vice-
principal wanted me to account for every minute of
my time, so I kept detailed weekly reportS even
though my own suOervisor didn't require it. And I
refused to be a disciplinarian.' I Wanted the kids to
trust meone rumor around the school was all it
would take for them to stop seeing me. Between the
teachers, the administrators, and the kids, it .was a
constant balancing

According to Oreyfuss, wen with occasional
friction and philosop'hical disagreements, the servi-
ces of the YIP program were in'demand. "In one
school where there w'as initial resistance to the pro-
gram, the principal became an ardent supporter
because of its obvious success. It helped to relieve
the .counselor load, and it was also a place to send
students who were turned off to almost everything
else in the school."

When personnel in community-based agencies
offer to provide training to school faculty members,
the receptivity of the staff may not be encouraging.
Even the best established agencies may have to
work for years to win the trust of teachers and_
administrators. Yet, thegonoma County team ap-
yroach and the teacher and parent training in Ne-
vada City prove that, while they are difficult to es-
tablish, effective partnerships between schools and
community-based agencies are possible.

Program ImplementationSehoolwide
or Districtwide

A comprehensive drug abuse prevention program
that embodies a variety of strategies, that is imple-
mented throughout a school or a district at all
grade levels, and that has a parent education com-
ponent is a prevention specialist's dream. Moreover,
anyone who accepts the basic view of -prevention
would probably agree that such a program is desir.
able, if not necessary.

'Personal interview conducted for this publication
'Personal intersiew conducted tor this publication
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Although the time, expeshse, and organizational
difficulty inwolved in implementing a comprehen-
sive prevention program make it unrealistic for
most schools and distriets,.comprehensive programs
have been implemented schoolwide and district-
wide. Usually, the establishement of such programs
is directly related to one of two distinct factors:

. school's problems With classroom manage-
..

ment and.eontrol (often associated with truancy
and vandalism as much as with drug use) have
reached crisis proportions, and only a dra-
matic schootwide solution will suffice,
A dedicated and trusted prevention specialist
(or prevention team) has convinced the school
staff 'of the 'value of an effective prevention
progrant (Distrietwide programs usually are
the result of an administrative or governing
board Mandate, but often this is the result of
pressure applied by teacners and parents .who
have already experienced success in the pro-
gram.)

'Clearly, a proposed program cannot have even a
chance olsuccess in a school or distria in which
confusion exists over decision' making or adminis-
trative authority or where poor communication is a
chronic problem. Comprehensive ,prevention pro-
grams tend to work best, therefore, in small schools
and districts. Another important factor is the extent
to which those who will be asked to implement the
program, usually teachers, actually support the
program's philosophy and techniques. Although
very few programs require the participation of all
'teachers in a school, even an official proclamation
may not succeed in getting resistant teachers to
implement pfevention strategies that they find alien
or disagreeable. ViSibility, support, and enthusiasm
for the program are also important to ensure that it
will be accepted and properly implemented.

Most of the requirements have been met by 'the
Camerado Springs School, a junior high school
with approximately 300 students in semirural Cam-
eron Park, 40 miles east of Sacramento. When the
school opened in a brand-new building in the
spring of 1976, there was a serious drug problem
among the students. According to principal Lyle
Graf, "Marijuana and tobacco were being used reg-
ularly,' The communitf was very disturbed and
upset about the junior high school kids. At the first
parent meeting there were 80 people, and just
about every one of Ow comments was negative."
One result of the Jproar was a board of education
policy that requires that a student be expelled auto-
matically for having drugs or alcohol on campus:
possession,of cigarettes leads to a two-day suspen-
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sion, Graf realized, however, that stiff penalties for
possession of drugs would not be a complete golu-
tion. "If all we had done was exercise heavy con-
trol," he said, "we would hare had an uncomfortable
environment for learning. I wanted the school to be
a comfortable, happy place."5

Assisted by staff of .the State Department of
Education, Graf and colleagues at the office of the
county superintendent of schools examined a vari-
ety of drug abuse prevention strategies. Finally,
they selected the Human Resources Development
(HRD) program, which offers systematic training
in communications and problem solving skills, based
on the writings of Robert Carkhuff. "It was the
best thing I'd seen," said Al Willey, a psychologist
with the Office of the El Dorado County Superin-
tendent of .Schools, who has worked_ closely wall
the Camerado: Springs program sinCe its inception.
"It was based on good solid research, and it offered
very specific skills that could be taught to anyone."

Aided by a grant from the State Department of
Health, Willey and Graf arranged for a week of
on-site training in the HRD method for the entire
school staff just prior to the opening of school in
1976. "We knew we wanted to train the entire

"staff," Graf said, "and that included everybody at
the school who deals with students, not just the
teachers. The idea from the beginning was thit
communication would be an alternative to drugs,
and it had to be done schoolwide."6

After two years all but the newest members of
,the staff had received HRD training, and so had
nearly 100 students and 100 parents commun-
ity members. The program was cont nued during
the 1977-78 school year with a grant from the
Department of Education's Drug Abuse Technical
Assistance Project. According to an independent
evaluation of the program, the trainhig .had a
number of positive effects: increased community
involvement in the school, improvements in the
quality of commtinication between teachers and
students and among students themselves, a gener-
ally higher level of trust and communication, and
even the staff members' greater awareness of them-
selves as role models, which led to a dramatic
reduction in the number of staff members who
smoked cigarettes.

"Some of the staff members have done a com-
plete turnaround," according to Graf. "People who
used to have problems with the kids have become
the kids' favorite teachers. Another thing that's
happened is that the staft'membas are more accept-

'Personal interview conducted for this puhlication.
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ing 'of each other. There are fewer cliques. I think
the program has helped all of us become better
people,"

The San Carlos School District offers an exam-
ple of diitrictwide implementation of a prevention
program resulting from factors that were entirely

.different from those that led -to the Camerado
Springs program. According to Richard Irizary,
district curriculum specialist and coordinator of
the program, whiCh was implemented during the
1977-78 school year, while the San Carlos district's
older students have begun to. use drugs, there is
nothing like the drug abuse crisis that confronted
the administrators in Camerado Springs. Because
of its proximity to Stanford University, however,
San Carlos was one of several school districts on

.5

the $an Francinsco peninsula in which Richard H.
Blum, Emily Garfield, and their associates con-
ducted stu ies of the effects'of drug abuse and drug
eduCation frograms for several years as part of the
Stanford Program on Drugs, Crime, and Com-
munity S udies. The results of the Stanford proj-
ect's rese rch include 'several books and a compre-
.hensive d ug education curriculum for kindergarten
throligh welfth grade that offers a blend of cogni-
tive and affective learning experiences.'

Since Irizary was one of the curriculum writers
for the 'tanford project and the project had won
respect mong San Carlos teachers and community
memhe , complete istrictwide: implementation of
the cur iculum seemed logical and feasible. Irizary
and G. rfield had revised the curriculum exten-
sively uring the summer of 1977. Moreover, With
a grant from the State Department of Education's
Drug bust! Technical Assistance Project, lrizary
wits able to commission an extensive evaluation
that involved pretesting and post-testing of 980 of
the district's 2,250 students. Irizary said that "the
district has never formally adopted a drug educa-

r" tion program. The Stanford research project hit
only some of the students, and the revised curricu-
lum is significantly different. It's been written in the
Education Code for years that we should be pro-
viding this, but a school district rarely has a chance
to tackle an entire program for all eight grades."

The preliminary results, according to lrizary,
have been promising. Teachers at the elementary
level have used the curriculum materials in a vari-
ety of subject areas, and at the intermediate level
the materials have been introduced mainly science
and physical education classes. Perhaps the most
important success factor is that the teachers bave
been almost unanimously in favor of the ,project.

*/)/-.(1/)I:. Stanford. Calif. Alcohol Fducation Research liwitute.
197X
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"There is no reason at all why this program can-
not continue," Irizary said. "I don't think even
Proposition 13 will prevent it. The only expenses
are paper and other consumables. It's a district
project, and the distridt is committed to .it."8

Inner-city Programs
Whatever the problems of implementing a dtug

abuse prevention progr,am may be, they are inevita-
bly compounded in the context of inner-city schools.
'The day-to-day anguish of big-city school systems,
which has led researchers to describe the condition
of harried urban teachers as a form of battle fatigue,
Makes the question of how best to imPlement a
prevention program seem relatively insignificant.
Poverty, the inertia.of huge bureaucracies, racial
tensions, low achieVement scoresall contribute to'
a general malaige among inner-city teachers and
students that 'is itself a problem pa be overcome.'

No particular organizational model exists for
effective drug abuse prevention programs in the
inner city. Rather, drug abuse prevention in inner-
city sOools is an Urgent need. "I know nothing
about prevention in inner-city schools," one lead-
ing California drug abuse prevention specialist said.
"Part of the problem is that for many years preven-
tion has beenor people have thought it has been--
largely a whi,te, middle class concern."

Perhaps more than any other single form of
assistance, students in inner-city schools need an
advocate. 'Anyone can be an advocatea teacher, a
youth worker, a counselor from a community-
based agency, even a principal. Unfortunately, how-
ever, students rately have enough advocates in the
school itself.

Racial conflict is only one of i:he issues that an
inneiu-city prevention program could deal with. The
poverty and despair that inner-city students bring
with them to school every day would also be an
appropriate concern. Program personnel could also
attempt to improve the academic achievement of
inner-city students.

Staff members in the few prevention programs
that are designed to confront the problems of
inner-city education realistically pursue more mod-
est goals. For example, the staff of one school near
I,os Angeles held a series of human relations days
at a nearby church in an attempt to deal with racial
conflict between whites and Mexican-Americans.
Among other activities, the 50 or so students and
teachers at each human relations day went through
.a series of communication exercises and value aware-
ness experiences. "We divided them into small

"Personal interview conducted for this publication.



groups according to numbers or astrological signs,"
said a consultant to the program, "and for many of
these kids it was the first time whites an4 Chicanos
were talking to each other .in a friendly ligne of
voice."

The Asian American Drug Abuse Program (the
AADAP) in..central' Los Angeles; an independent
community-based agency sUpported by county and
federal funds, exemplifies the kind of advocacy for
inner-city students that is often available only out-
sidg.the schools. Serving members of 21 different
Asian Pacific groups scattered throughout the city,
AADAP is designed to providelia sense of cultural
identity and community support tocAsian students.
Occasionally. AADAP staff members assist new
immigrants with translations of high school texts
so that they can comWete homework assignments.
AADAP has also sponsored Asian siudent.dances
and recreation centers. Yet:the *gram can rent)
only a relatively small segment of Los 'Angeles'
huge Asian population..

During the 1977-78 school year in the predomi-
nantly black and Mexican-American section of the
central city, the Thrust Drug Prevention Program
at John Muir Junior High Sehool was one of a
handful of "pteventidn program§ in California that
originated within inner-city schools. The coordina-
tor of the program, social studies 'teacher Tom
("Doc") Carpenter, initiated the program four,years
ago when he and another teacher decided to try
team teaching. They removed a wall separating two
classrooms to create an open .classrooni, enlisted
the help of several students and other teachers in
redecorating the area, and bought paperback books
to use as textbooks.

Carpenter saw himself not just as a youth advo-
cate. bunts a change agent. and he was eagei to
have an impact on the school beyond his own class-
room. Eventually. Carpenter, several students and
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teachers, and a parent attended one of the residen-
tial training sessions in drug abuse prevention spon-
sored by the State Departinent of Education. The
result was an action plan for a comprehensive pre-
vention program designed to reach both sctrool and
community. The program included joint training
and planning sessions for the school's faculty, stu-
dents, and parents; the development of a cadre,of
students who conducted affective education exer-
cises during homeroorn periods and acted as peer
counselors in the Thrust rap room; and a series of
human relations days invOlving students, teachers,,
and parents.

At the end of Thrust's first year, Carpenter pre-
pared a detailed and rigorous evaluation report.
The evaluation focused on the significant reduc-
tions in both high-risk behavior and drug use
among the students who had been invOlvedin the
Thrust program, as compared with the control stu-
dents. By the Lnd of Thrust's second year, the pro-
gram had won sufficient acceptance to merit repli- ,

cation-bn an experimental basis in another school
in Carpenter's zone.

The John Muirstudent§' open devotion tb Car-
penter, was also testimony to the program's impact.
"Before I came to Thruit, I used to fight and smoke
weed a lot," said one ninth-grader. "Doc was the
only teacher that I could talk to. Since I'vt. 5een in
Thrust, school has been better for me. I can deal ..,

with the problems I have 'by talking with him."
Nadine Powell, one of the Thrust peer group

leaders, said that she had wondered why Doc had a
special room. "In 'the eighth grade I got to 'know
him, and I thought he was a cool person, You can
talk to him in a way you can't with others. He can
get down to your level. Some of the teachers forget
that we're young, and some of them don't like
colored kids. Doc raps about anything you want to
talk about."
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; Suggestions for Program
Suivival

In the past few years, policymakers and funding
agency personnel have begun tolecognize the impor-
tance of drug abuse prevention and preventive
health care in general. Drug abuse prevention is
still a relatively new fieldthe oldest prevention
programs have been in existence for ten years or
less. Thus, drug abuse prevention programs have
only Just begun to have an impact.

From the beginning, prevention,. program spe-
cialists have been confronted with the attitude of
members of society, in general, and public health
officials, in particular, who are strongly biased in
favor of watment programs. Although treatment
programs reach a much narrower segment of the
population an1 at a much greater per capita cost,
than prevention programs, treatment programs show
tangihle results (even when the treatment is unsuc-
cessful). The primary result of prevention programs,
on the other land, is good health (or the absence of
undesirable conditions), which, paradoxically, is
much ess _"yeal" to many policymakers.

.Drug abuse prevention specialists. have also been
confronted with another curious paradox:legisla-
tors and decision makers continuarly demand evi-
dence that drug abuse prevention programs "work";
yet, at the same time they are reluctant to fund
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prevention programs at consistent levels long enough
to test them. Thus, because prevention programs
rarely have the time and resources.to test them-
selves against valid standards and measures, they
have typically been denied the opportunity to dem-

/onstrate their effectiveness.
Despite these obstacles, a gro,ving body of evi-

dence supports the .premise that drug abuse pre-
vention prbgrams do have a positive impact on
their tug nopulations. A review of 127 impact
evaluation, of prevention prpgrams showed that
programs that deliver high-Mtensity servius (e.g.,
by providing a high ratio of client service hours
over a period of time) had a substantial positive
impact on drug use.' The ieview was funded by the
National Institute on Drpg Abuse and is probably
the most comprehensive study of prevention pro-
gram evaluations to date. Although more research
into the effectiveness of drug abuse prevention pro-
grams is certainiy needed, this study supports the
contention that evidence of the effectiveness of
prevention programs is not as weak as some critics
claim.

'F Schap.. R Ddiartolo, C Pales. au,d S. Churittn. Primary- Pre-
ventton Evaluation Rewarch: RrytrI 01127 Program Impmt Sm-
(hey. Walnut Creek. Cahf.: I he PYRAMID Prmeut. 197S.



According to first-hand observations and per-
sonal accounts, drug abuse prevention programs'
have had a positive impact on schools, cornmunity-
based agencies, and, ultimately, on individuals, It is
not unusual kir participants in prevention pro-,
grams to assert that such programs have broughi
about dramatic changes in the ways in which their,
respective organizations operate or in the quality of .

their relationships with others. Young ,peop,le and
adults, alike, often talk of having a nesV sense of
purpose as a result of their participation in p pre-
'vention program.

Yet, prevention program coordinators' continue
to be preoccupied with the survival of the pro-
grams. Many pwgram buagets are reviewed annu7
ally, and administrators of programs that have
multiple funding sources may be required to pre-
pare several major proposals and reports each year.
As one wary program director put it, "I seem to
spend two dollars getting and keeping every dollar
that I spend on services." It is likely, moreover, that

-this kind of pressure will continue in the immediate
future. The value of prevention programs must

. continually be proven, particularly in schools vihere
shrinking budgets have severely limited the variety
of services. Limited funds are not the only
lenge to school-based prevention prograMr- the
time, required by other legal mandates leaves little
time for drug education. In the last few years such
far-reaching reforms as the new laws affecting spe-
cial education and minimum competencies have
placed unusual demands on the limited time that
most teachers have for nontraditional curriculum.

Program survival continues to be an urgent issue.
Nevertheless, the suggestions presented here are
based on experience in programs that have sur-
vived, and even prevailed, under very difficult condi-
tions.

Politics
A drug abuse prevention program is a political

entity, and program initiators must recogni/e this
and hegin to deal with it from the outset. Careful
preparation is a necessity, especially when the pro-
gram is designed to involve teachers in the delivery
of prevention strategies. "Teachers in our school
are used to being completely autonomous," said
one program director. "You don't just jump in and
tell teachers you're going to lay something on tl'em.
We spent several months explaining our program
to the teachers and getting them to accept the
idea." Generally, prevention program coordinators
avoid requiring teachers to participate. A better
strategy is to ask for volunteers; then let support
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for the,program attraet additional faculty participa-
tion.

The amount of time required for political activi-
ties will depend on where the prevention program
originates. Representatives of agencies outside the
school, for example, may need to spend a great
deal of time convincing the entire school hierarchy
of the value of a prevpntion program. In most
schools the support of the principal is a cri:ical
factor. In fact, program initiators may have to
spend weeks or even months obtaining approval

',for the program at all administrative levels. Pro-
gram initiators must quickly learn fO be their own
best public relations representatives, making pre-
sentations, justifying the program, explaining the
rationale_ of drug abuse prevention, describing the
proposed prevention strategies in detail, and deal-
ing effectively 'with .questions and challenges.

Advocates and initiators of prevention programs
need allies--not just within the school, but in other,
governmental dAnd community agencies as wtII:
Therefore, program initiators should become aware
of all the drug abuse and youth service resources in
their communities and maintain regular communi-
cation with their counterparts in other organiza-
tions. Wherever possible, program initiators should
build a cadre that supports and understands the
program. A few teachers who are able to use pre-
vention strategies effectively can be the program's
most convincing advocates.

Perhaps most important, the program initiators
should be willing to build support for the program

'by sharing and expanding the leadership of the
program, even if this means modifying a plan or a
part ot the program design. School staff and com-
munity members who have an opportunity for
valid input are more likely to support the program.

Funding

The importance of funding for school-based pre-,
vention prow Is is a debatable issue. In contrast to
community- ,cd programs, schools already have
the most expensive and essential prevention resource:
people. Books, curriculum materials, and audiovi-
sual media are relatively small items in a typical
prevention program budget. Generally, materials
are available through school district or county
media centers. The necessary materials can also be
included in a school's regular orders for books and
supplies. Thus, a prevention program can conceiv-
ably be initiated with a relatively small amount of
money.

This "shoestring" approach to prevention pro-
gramming is potentially hazardous. Training, for

12
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example, is usually an essential compdnent of any
program. Some private constiltants specializing in
prevention strategies charge at least $100 a day,
and adequate in-service training with sufficient fol-
lowup and supervision could cost several thousand
dollars each year. Moreover, since teachers cannot
be compelled to attend training sessions, often the
most effective way to attract them on a voluntary
basis is to pay substitutes so that the regular class-
room teachers can attend on a release-time basis.

Finally, accountability of drug abuse prevention
programs is an increasing concern, and some form
of evaluation is a virtual necessity for programs
that are intended to operate on a permanent basis.
Even a relatively modest evaluation performed by
an independent consultant can cost from five to ten
percent of a program's budget.

In short, the More effective school-based drug
abusc prevention programs usually involve expen-
ditures far beyond the salaries of the participating
teachers and administrators. Program initiators
may need to become not just politicians and public,
relations specialists, but fund raisers as well.

Where can program initiators turn for funding?
Althbugh school districts are hard-pressed finan-
cially, even the poorest district usually has some
discretionary funds for special programs or emer-
gencies, and program initiators may be able to
identify the funds they need in the school district
budget. If the budget contains funds for in-service
training or other special programs, these may be
another possibility. Program initiators seeking such
funding will probably join, a long line of school
district staff with similarly urgent financial needs,
however, and they should be prepared to marshal
the' support of the building principal and as many
top-level district administrators as possible.

One olthe Most important principles Of securing
funding fOr a prevention program is to go first to
sources within the local community. Large national
foundafions usually respond only to organizations
that have an established reputation for success.
Getting a federal grant or contract is equally com-
plicated and remote, and in most school districts
they are the exclusive province of administrative
staff in the central office. The following local fund-
ing sources are more likely to be accessible to a
school-based program initiator:

Local foundations. Several catalogs are av;iil-
able that include lists of foundations, by region,
and descriptions of each foundation's particu-
lar interests. Note, however, that foundation
grants are usually made on the basis of a writ-
ten proposal. Guides to foundations and ;nan-

uals on project proposal writing are listed iry
the reference section.
Charities and civk grotelacharitable -and
civic organizations, whith Wen support a spe-
cific cause or issue each year, may be eaget to
provide funds for a school-based drug abuse
prevention program.
Bus;ness and industry. Many local business
and industrial firms will welcome the public
relations value of lending their support to a
worthwhile school activity:
Local governmental agencies. Many Califor-
tiia prevention programs are funde..d by such
agencies as the Offiv of Criminal Justice Plan-
ning or county departments of health. Since
funds for prevention programs are occasion-
ally available at both the city and county lev-
els, all agencies concerned with young people,
health, and related issues should be contacted.
Evcn if these agencies cannot make funds
available, they may become valuable allies for
a new prevention program.

Agencies that provide training and consultation
at no cost to prevention programs may be more
promising for those services than as sources of
actual funds. Training programs are frequently
available through. a variety of county agencies,
including the school and health departments. Addi-
tional resources for training and technical assis-
tance are identified in the reference section.

Evaluation
Although the survival of a drug abuse prevention

program is often dependent on political factors,
evaluation showing what the program has achieved
can help to. influence decision makers. Program
evaluation is not only helpful, it is increasingly
being considered a necessity. School-based pro-
gram initiators must decide which type of evalua-
tion is most appropriate for the program. Each of
the following three basic types of evaluation is dis-
tinguished by what it describes:

A process evaluation is an assessment of how a
program operaws (e.g., how the staff Junc-
tions, what types of activities are conducted,
.how many clients are served, and what kinds
of interactions take place from day to day).
An outcome evaluation measures the extent to
which thc prograth attained its objectives. For
example, if one of the objectives was to involve
at least 20 teachers in weekly in-service train-
ing sessions, the evaluation would show the
extent of teacher participation at training pro-
grams. And, changes in students attitudes



toward drugs might be Measured by a pretest
and a post-test.
An impact evaluation measures the progi am's
effect on drug abuse and related factors tbeough-
out he community. For example, an impact
evaluation might reveal changes in actual drug
use patterns, self-esteem, truancy, and vandal-
ism among the seudent population.

Although program evaluations can be highly
sophisticated, involving elaborate statistical methods
and computerized data processing, -each of the
three types of evaluation described can be accom-
plished on a relatively simple basis by a program
coordinator. This does not mean that just anyone
can perform a professional evaluation; on the con-
trary, progr: .. evaluation is an elaborate and time-
consuming social science. H owever, theltaff mem-
bers of school-based prevention programs can col-
lect data that may be useful in showing what the
program ha's accomplished. For example, school
records frequently reflect improvement in students'
high-risk or negative behaviors (e.g., records regard-
ing vandalism, truancy, suspensions, and unexcused
absences). Although positive changes in these behav-
iors would certainly not prove that a program, had
also reduced drug abuse, they might demonstrate
that the program had a positive impact on the
students.

Another simple evaluation technique involves
the use of personal interviews with the program
participants. While individuals' perceptions of what
they have learned or how they have changed are the
antithesis of the "hard" data most often associated
with evaluation, they can be convincing evidence of
the program's effects.

Evaluation need not be a mysterious science;
basically, it involves looking af a program with a
searching, questioning, curious attitude and using a
variety of techniques to get answers to pertinent
questions.

Given the opportunity and thc funds, many teach-
ers and program staff might prefer to hire an out-
side evaluator. Indeed, an outsider's objective assess-
ment of the program, which may be no more
elaborate than an afteraoon meeting with the pro-
gram staff (process evaluation), may be helpful in
correcting problems that would reduce the pro-
gram's impact if those problems continued. Ideally,
a program evaluation is objective and impartial,
aid competent outside evaluators can usually be
trusted to provide such an evaluation.

Since professional evaluations generally require
the expelditure of from five to ten percent of a
program budget, the program director and staff
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cannot be too careful in securing these services. If
possible, bids should be solicited from 'several dif-
ferent firms or individuals. Recommendations from
previous employers should also be requested.

The results of an evaluation should be reported
to every appropriate audience, if only in summary
form. The program director may need to present
evaluation results to a variety of different audi,
ences, many of whom will be skeptical and unim-
pressed by social science jargon. A well-done profes-
,sional evaluation will be clearly written and easily
understood by the decision makers.

Training
The difference between success and failure in

many school-based prevention programs is the qual-
ity of the training provided to the prog:am staff.
Yet, there is no foolproof formula for effective in-
service training. One common mistake is to commit
substantial.amounts of a program's budget to hire
a "star" of the in-service training circuit on the
premise that -he or she must be an outstanding
trainer because he or she is so well known. Unfor-
tunately, such a "star" may dazzle his or her audience
with anecdotes and then leave without having impart-
ed any useful information. According to a county-
level drug abuse prevention specialist, teachers are
much less willing to attend in-service training ses-
sions unless they are reasonably sure that they will
get something out of the session that they can use.
They have neither the time nor the desire to go to a
training session just to be entertained.

The precise nature and extent of the training
depends on its purpose, of course. Prevention pro-
gram training tends to require increasing amounts
of time and commitment froths program staff. In
one of California's largest prevention programs,
trainers are sent into the schools two months prior
to the beginning of training. Tke trainers and
teachers get to know each other clueing that time,
and the teachers decide whether or\. not they are
interested in participating in the training and which
trainers they want to work with. The actual train-
ing, whirTh includes a variety of prevention strate-
gies and extends over a period of several months, is
followed up by regular classroom observation and
meetings between the trainer and the teacher. Accord-
ing to the director of this program, "Excellent
trainers are the backbone of this program."

Most training for schoolbased prevention pro-
grams can 5e categorized in one of thrce ways:

Training in speeffic strategies. Training in spe-
cific strategies requires relatively few sessions
and prepares teachers to conduct values clari-
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ficirtion or decision-making exercises, for exam-
pie, in the classroom,
7raining in a process. Parent Effectiveness
Training and the Human Resources Develop-

. ment program are examples of approaches to
communication and problem solving. Although
the trai.jngiakes more time (25 to 30 hours or

"milr than .training in specific strategies, the
goals are more general and far-reaching (e.g.,
changes in attitudes and interpersonal behav-
ior patterns).
Organizational development training. Based
on group process techniques developed at the
National Training Laboratories in Bethel, Maine
organizational development involves interven-

.
jog in an organization's ongoing activities so
that a lasting organizational change may be
effected. An important aspect of organiza-
tional development is the participation of every-
one who will be affected by whatever changes
are made in the organization as a result of the

.

training. Organizational development training
may lead to one or both of the other kinds of
training mentioned here as the staff decides
what kinds of solutions and plans to implement.

Trainers consistently emphasize the need for train-
ees to work toward being ir dependent by becoming

0 eso skilled that they no longer need a consultant's
help. "During training we talk a lot about transfer-
ring responsibility," said Jeanne Gibbs ot' the Cen-
ter for Human Development. '6If one of our programs
doesn't work out at a particular school, it's because
we aidn't do enough of that. Now we do ab..ut ten
hours of preliminary work with a faculty to define
their problems ana develop a commitment before
we even start to plan a specific program. The far
reachtha,t's what prevention is. It's helping indi-
viduals affect their own system so that their envi-
ronment is more conducive to growth."'

s

'Personal interview conducted for this publication.
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